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Introduction 
The tendency in theoretical physics, particularly in the past few 
decades, has been towards unification: over the years it has emerged 
that increasingly many physical phenomena can be explained by a common 
underlying theory. Symmetry principles, both global and local, play an 
important role in this unification programme. Global symmetries often 
account for approximate regularities we observe in nature - local or 
gauge symmetries are understood as basic symmetries which lie at the 
heart of the interactions of the constituents of matter. 
The use of symmetry ideas has led to enourmous progress in our under-
standing of nature. For example, the electroweak theory of Glashow, 
Salam and Weinberg[!] rests on the gauge group SU(2)®U(l) and unifies 
the electromagnetic and weak interactions. The standard model[ 2l, which 
is based on the gauge group SU(3)®SU(2)®U(l), was another step forward 
in the quest for unification: In this theory, the strong, weak and 
electromagnetic interactions for three families of quarks and leptons 
are described 
verification 
experimental 
in terms of one underlying interaction. The experimental 
of the standard model is, however, limited- and recent 
results on the lifetime of the proton[3] have even reached 
values that indicate inconsistency of the model with observation. 
If symmetries are categorised according to the degree of unification 
they introduce, then supersvmmetry is the supreme symmetry. Haag, 
Sohnius and Lopuszanski[ 4] have shown that supersymmetry is the largest 
possible symmetry of the S-matrix: it unifies spacetime symmetries (the 
Poincare group) with internal symmetries such as SU(3) descibing -
exactly - the three colour charges of quarks, or - approximately - the 
multiplet structure of elementary particles consisting of up, down and 
strange quarks. It also - and this is the great novelty of supersym-
metric theories - unifies fermions with bosons by placing them in common 
irreducible multiplets. Supersymmetry is thus a statistics-changing 
symmetry - for this reason it is also referred to as Fermi-Bose 
{4) 
symmetry. Local supersymmetry, or supergravity is, additionally, a 
unification scheme for gravity and all other interactions. 
Although supersymmetric models are able to unify fundamental interac-
tions, they fail to give a realistic description of nature in the energy 
regions in which we are able to measure it. For example, supersymmetry 
predicts that for every observed fermion we should find a boson of the 
same mass, and vice versa; this is certainly not what we observe~ So 
some essential ingredient is missing in these models which would justify 
caJling them "theories" instead of "models". 
The latest arrival on the market of unifying theories are superstring 
theories[ 5J. Their basic postulate is that elementary particles are one-
dimensional, rather than point-like, objects, as has previously been 
assumed (due to an experimental limit for the size of the electron of 
_19 
10 m) They have some attractive features, for example that they 
naturally include gravity. In fact, for a consistent formulation of 
quantum field theory they actually require it. For this reason, super-
string theories have attracted widespread interest lately 
(notwithstanding the fact that it is a formidable task to find one's way 
through the immense variety of superstring models - and different 
fashions in notation- that exist today). 
Superstring theories are theories containing supergravity which are 
formulated in larger than four-dimensional space-time. To study super-
strings, it is useful to extend relativistic quantum mechanics, which is 
believed to correctly desribe nature in four-dimensional Minkowski 
space, to arbitrary space-time dimensions. In particular,for a satisfac-
tory description of spin-~ particles in the framework of the higher-
dimensional superstring theories, it is necessary to investigate the 
Dirac equation in higher dimensions. Secondly, a sound knowledge of the 
ideas of supersymmetry is required to understand the concepts of super-
string theories. 
(5) 
My objective in this work is to draw together these two threads: the 
formulation of the Dirac equation in higher dimensions and the introduc-
tion of the concepts of supersymmetry. I present here ideas and results 
which are seldom found in the literature in easily accessible form. I do 
not arrive at fundamentally new results but attempt to give a review 
which enables the reader (and first and foremost, the writer) to cope 
with the technicalities of superstring theory. In particular, in chapter 
1 I prove some results which are, in the superstring literature, always 
stated but not derived. 
The thesis is organised as follows: 
In chapter 1, I discuss the Dirac equation as a relativistic quantum 
mechanical equation describing 
space-time. However (except for 
have just one time dimension. 
spin-% particles in higher-dimensional 
some examples), I still assume that we 
I consider the Clifford algebra in d-
dimensional space-time, thereby investigating the representation space 
of the Dirac gamma-matrices and determining the size (dimension) and 
explicit form they should have. I also dicuss the discrete symmetries of 
the Dirac equation: charge conjugation, time reversal and parity or 
reflection symmetry. In particular, I investigate their generalisation 
to higher space-time dimensions. Then I take a look at the Majorana and 
Weyl conditions which require the particle wavefunctions to be invariant 
under particle ~ antiparticle exchange and left-handed particle ~ 
right-handed antiparticle exchange respectively. (That is, a Majorana 
spinor is an eigenspinor of the charge-conjugation symmetry and a Weyl 
spinor is an eigenspinor of the chirality operation. We find that to 
implement both conditions simultaneously, space-time has to be 2 (mod 
8)- dimensional. 
For an understanding of the or1g1n of the supersymmetry algebra, a 
proper understanding of the Poincare group with its irreducible repre-
sentations is essential. This is given in chapter 2. The Poincare group 
consists of the Lorentz group of space rotations and Lorentz boosts, to 
which is added the group ·of space-time translations. I analyse this 
group and find its irreducibl~ representations. 
(6) 
Finally, in chapter 3, I give an introduction to supersymmetry. The 
concept of supersymmetry arises out of the generalisation of Lie 
algebras:· previously, symmetries had only been described in the 
framework of Lie algebras; one now generalises this idea to include as 
possible symmetry groups also graded Lie algebras. These are algebras 
involving both commutation and anticommutation relations between the 
symmetry generators. The introduction of graded Lie structures allows 
the inclusion into the algebra of fermionic (anticommuting) generators. 
These generators are the supersymmetry generators: they produce the 
stati_stics-changing symmetry between fermions and bosons. I discuss some 
of the immediate consequences of th supersymmery algebra. Perhaps tne 
most important of these is the famous "fermions = bosons" rule: this 
states that in any supersymmetric multiplet of particle states or 
fields, there are always the same number of fermions and bosons present. 
I calculate some supersymmetric multiplets, both in the context of 
single particle states and fields. Finally, I introduce the superspace-
superfield approach. Superspace is a mathematical object which allows a 
tremendous simplification of the formulation of supersymmetry: in this 
picture, the usual four-dimensional coordinate space is extended to 
inclue a set of anticommuting coordinates. The advantage of this for-
mulation is that now supersymmery becomes manifest: it arises naturally 
just like the Poincare symmetry arises naturally in four-dimensional 
Minkowski space. 
The notation and some conventions used are summarised in Appendix A. 
Each chapter, including this introduction, is concluded with a list of 
relevant references. References are numbered for each chapter 
separately. 
Appendix B gives a short introduction into the methods of group clas-
sification with the aim to show how the dimensions of irreducible 
representations of classical groups can be derived. These methods enable 
us to readily arrive at the particle multiplets, given the knowledge of 
the spectrum generating group (the group of transformations on the 
symmetry generators which leave the algebra invariant). 
(7) 
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1. The Dirac Equation in Spacetime of Arbitrary Dimension 
1.1 The Clifford Algebra in d-dimensional Spacetime 
Our intention is to investigate the Dirac equation in a spacetime which 
has an arbitrary number of dimensions instead of the familiar four of 
Minkowski space. In particular, we are interested to see how the conse-
quences of the Clifford Algebra in four-dimensional spacetime change 
when we go to higher (lower) dimensional spaces. 
We start with the Dirac equation written in covariant form without 
interaction term: 
(p - m) w = 0 (1.1.1) 
where p = 1 p~ (1.1.2) 
~ 
The Dirac spinor w is of the form 
w = 
' 
The dimension n of the Dirac matrices and hence of the Dirac spinor 
(which gives the degrees of freedom of the Dirac equation) depends on 
the dimension of the 1-matrices in (1.1.1) and is as yet unknown. The 1-
matrices have to be linearly independent for the Dirac equation to make 
sense this fact determines the dimension they will be required to 
have. 
Now since 
where p~ = ina~= in(~t,-V), 
and we have to satisfy the covariant momentum-energy relation 
(1.1.3) 
(9) 
or 
we obtain the specifying relation for the matrices 1~: 
In order to obtain (1.1.3), 
(since the expression is symmetric on 
interchange of p~ and pv) 
it follows that the 1-matrices must satisfy 
or 
(1.1.4) 
where n~v is the metric of our spacetime. If not stated otherwise, we 
will always use the Minkowski metric as defined in Appendix A. 
To find the dimension of the Dirac matrices 1~ given the dimension of 
space-time, we now explore the Clifford-algebra (1.1.4) in 11 three easy 
steps 11 :[ 1] 
i) From (1.1.4), it follows that 
which implies 
~ = 0 
~ "' 0 (1.1.5) 
(10) 
ii) The dimension of the metric is clearly 
dim(n~v) = dim(spacetime) = d 
and consequently 
(1.1.6) 
iii) The Clifford algebra requires that there be d linearly independent 
matrices 1~ . This enables us to find the dimension of the space that is 
spanned by these matrices, or, equivalently, the dimension n of the 1-
matrices themselves. 
Consider the matrices rA, defined as follows: 
11 = ro 
i 1 
1~ r i 1 = 1,2, ... ,d 
i 2 
1,2, ... ,(~) 1~1v = r i 2 = 
i 3 
1,2, ... ,(~) 1~1v1p = r i 3 = 
( ~ ) 1 
d matrices 
where~+ v + ... + p = 0,1, ... ,d-l. 
Using the Clifford-algebra of the 1~, (1.1.4), we can then find the 
properties of the fA-matrices (which are not necessarily the same as the 
r-matrices of the conventional four-dimensional Dirac equation): 
{ 11) 
a) The matrices rA are unimodular: 
{1.1.7) 
2 
This follows at once, since (1~) = ± 1 and 
II :f ~ • 
This holds for even and odd d. 
b) If d is even, then the following theorem holds: 
To each rA except r0 there corresponds at least one r8 such that 
This follows from the fact that for even d, 
i 1 
This shows that {1.1.8) is certainly true for r 
{1.1.8) 
{1.1.9) 
i 1 
because r = 1~· To 
i 2 
show the statement is true for r , we multiply {1.1.9) from the right 
by 111 to get 
Hence 
-10 .. ·1~·. ·1d 111 
d-~ 
= {-) 1o···1~_ 1 1~+ 1 ···1d 1~111 
B i2 
- -r r 
{12) 
{1.1.10) 
{1.1.11) 
By swapping 1-matrices in {1.1.10), we can adjust the sign such that 
(1.1.11) holds. r 8 is then automatically defined. The procedure can now 
be repeated to show that (1.1.8) is indeed true or all rA. 
As an example, we find all the matrices r 8 belonging to matrices rA in 
four-dimensional Minkowski space: 
i 1 
Firstly, to r 
i4 
belongs r 
(1.1.12) 
~ + v, a + ~ + o 
implies 
(1.1.13) 
Now we can use (1.1.13) to show that to rA i 3 B = r belongs r = 
i 2 A i 4 
f . Similarly from (1.1.12) we see that to f = f A il belongs r ~ r in 
the sense of (1.1.8). This concludes our example. 
For odd n, the statement (1.1.8) is not true for all rA since we now 
have [1d+ 1 ,1~] = 0 for all 1~· So this proof does not strictly apply for 
the case where d is odd. This is due to the fact that for odd d; not all 
the matrices rA are linearly independent. However as we shall see 
(13) 
shortly, the subset of matrices r 0, fi 1 , ••• ri[d/2] forms a linearly 
independent set of matrices for which theorem (1.1.8) obviously holds. 
c) The matrices rA t r 0 are traceless: 
From (b), we have for even d: 
± rA = - rBrArB 
=> ± tr rA = -trr8rAr8 
=> ± tr rA = -tr(r8) 2 rA 
= tr (r8) 2 rA 
= 0 
(cyclically permuted under the trace) 
(since rArB = -r8rA) 
(1.1.14) 
Hence it follows that tr rA = 0 for all rAt r 0 for even d. 
Again, for odd d, the linearly independent subset of matrices excluding 
r 0 contains only traceless matrices. 
d) The following theorem. follows from our observations (a) to (c): 
For a given rA and a given r 8 with A t 8 there exists a' rC t r 0 such 
that 
(1.1.15) 
This is immediately evident since in any product of 1's of the form 
1a1~···10 , any two identical 1's will multiply out to give a factor one 
plus a sign. We are thus left with a product of 1's which are all 
different- this gives one of the rA again. If rA = r 0, tpe result is 
obvious: r 8 = rc. 
e) These observations enable us to show that the set of matrices rA are 
linearly independent for even d: 
m . 
Let }; a.r 1 = o, 
. 1 1 1= 
where m is the number of different matrices ri formed. 
m A . 
± aA 1 + }; a.r f 1 = 0. 
i=FA 1 
Take the trace: 
(14) 
But we know that rAri = ± fC (from (d)) and tr rC = 0 (from (c)). Hence 
If rA = r 0, then from 
m . 
o = tr(}; a.f1 ) 
. 1 1 1= 
we get 
which again gives 
{15) 
Hence aA = 0 for all A, and we have thus shown the linear independence 
of the matrices rA for even d. 
f) The following picture emerges: 
Table 1.1: Products of x-matrices in d spacetime dimensions 
1I 
d matrices 
no. of possible different matrices 
1 = ( ~ ) 
d = ( ~ ) 
( ~ ) 
1 = ( ~ ) 
If d is even, then {1d+ 1 ,1~) = 0 for all 1~ since 
We thus have 
linearly independent matrices. 
If d is odd, then not all the matrices rA are linearly independent. We 
have: 
Similarly, 
= 1d+11~1v - 1~1v1d+1 
d-1 
= (-) 1~1d+11v - 1~1v1d+1 
= 1~[1d+1'1v] 
= 0. 
When continuing in this way, we find 
¥ terms d-1 -2 - terms 
1~1v···1w = ± 1d+11p1o···1a 
~+ 1 terms ~- 2 terms 
and so forth. 
(16) 
il i2 i(d-1)/2 We conclude that the matrices r ,r , ... ,r form a complete set 
of ~·2d = 2d- 1 lineraly independent elements which spans the space of 
the 1-matrices. Since 1d+1 commutes with each member of this set, it 
follows from Schur's Lemma that 
1115 11 (d=odd) = const.1, 
and hence 1d+1 is already contained in the above set. Thus for odd d, 
there are 2d- 1 linearly independent matrices rA. 
(17) 
g) In Rn (with nxn matrices) there are at most n2 linearly independent 
matrices. Having found the number of possible different linearly inde-
pendent matrices rA, we can find the maximum size (dimension) of the rA 
and hence also of the r-matrices themselves. We conclude that the dimen-
sion of the r~ is: 
dim(r~) 2[(d-1)/2] = 2d/2 even d 
= 2(d-1)/2 odd d. {1.1.16) 
1.2 Representations of the Clifford Algebra in Four-Dimensional 
Minkowski Space 
i) The Bjorken and Drell, or Standard Representation is given by 
where 
These matrices satisfy 
-r. 1 
~ 1= 2 
1,2,3 
(18) 
ii) The Weyl Representation is given by: 
Then the 1-matrices satisfy 
and 
The Weyl representation is designed to have the specific form of 15 
shown, which is particularly useful to project out left- and right-
handed components of spinors. 
iii) The Ma.jorana Representation is given by: 
1o = [ ~2 ~2 ] , 11 i [ ~I ~I ] 
12 = i[ 0 ~3 ] i [ 11 0 ] , 13 = 0"3 0 -] 
The 1-matrices satyisfy 
and also ( 
* (111) = -11-' 
(1·) t = -1· 1 1 i = 1,2,3 
(19) 
The important aspect about the Majorana representation is that all the 
1~ are purely imaginary. 
1.3 The Charge Conjugation, Parity Transformation and Time Translation 
Symmetry of the Dirac Eguation[ 2] 
a) Charge Conjugation: 
We claim that the wavefunctions of the electron and positron both obey 
the Dirac equation, with the distinction that the electron has negative 
charge and the positron has positive charge: 
(p - e~ -m)w = o 
(p + e~ -m)wc = o 
electron (E) 
positron (P} 
(1.3.1) 
(1.3.2) 
We now require an operator C which transforms the one wavefunction into 
the other. To do this, we note that for the transition from (E) to (P), 
one has to change the relative sign of p and A. This can be achieved by 
complex conjugation of (E): 
(1.3.3) 
To obtain (P), we now multiply this equation by a non-singular matrix C: 
(1.3.4) 
and thus C has to satisfy 
(1.3.5) 
Using (1.3.5), we get from (1.3.4) 
(20) 
hence 
If we have a Majorana representation, this gives 
c 1 (1.3.6)(a) 
and 
(1.3.6)(b) 
regardless of the dimension of space-time. 
b) Parity 
We want the Dirac equation to be invariant under the parity operation 
(which is an improper Lorentz transformation): 
4 4 
· (t,x)' = (t,-x) 
(A 0 ,A)' = (A 0 ,-A) 
The corresponding transformation is 
xf.l. = af.l. x11 
II 
with af.l. = T]J.l.ll 
II 
In analogy to (a) above, we must now satisfy the equation 
(1.3.7)(a) 
(1.3.7)(b) 
(1.3.8) 
(21) 
(1.3.9) 
for the parity operator P which gives the parity-transformed wave-
function: 
N = wp (1.3.10) 
Evaluation gives 
P __ ei~ ~0 p-1 -i~ 0 , , = e 1 · (1.3.11) 
This is valid regardless of the dimension of space-time since all that 
is required here is that (1°) 2 = 1. 
4 If we now require that (P) 1lt = w, one obtains 
ei~ = ±1, ±i (1.3.12) 
This result is independent of the representation used. 
c) Time Reversal 
One requires the Dirac equation to be invariant under the time reversal 
operation: 
(t,x)' = <-t,x) 
This transformation changes the relative sign of x~ and A~, which can be 
achieved again by complex conjugation: 
(1.3.13) 
(22) 
* In the Majorana representation, (1/-L) = -1/-L and we can thus write 
Multiply by 'Yo= 
Use the transformed coordinates: 
0 
XJ.L -+ ( - ) J.LO XJ.L 
0 +1 
AJ.L-+ (-) J.LO AJ.L 
This gives 
(1.3.14) 
(1.3.15) 
(1.3.16) 
For this equation to yield the Dirac equation for the transformed 
wavefunction wT, we need to operate on it with a matrix M such that 
all 1/-L 
(1.3.17) 
This reasoning holds for arbitrary dimensions of space-time, provided 
the matrix M can be found. 
For even d, we know that {'Yd+1''YJ.L) = 0 and hence clearly 
M = 1d+1 , (1.3.18) 
(23) 
For odd d, an M such that {M,-yJL} =,0 for aU-yJL does not exist. However, 
if d = odd and m = 0, the solution is M = 1 trivially. 
1.4 Construction of the Dirac Matrices in Arbitrary Dimensions 
We try to find a Majorana representation for the 1JL in arbitrary 
spacetime dimensions, starting in d = 2 with the Pauli matrices. For the 
Majorana representation, we have to meet the requirements: 
= 11 ' (-y.) 1 
2 
-11 1,2, ... ,d-1 (1.4.1)(a) 
(1.4.l)(b) 
JL "f II (1.4.I)(c) 
We construct the representation such that we define "-rs" = i-y0-y1 ... -yd so 
that it has the meaning of the conventional four-dimensional -r5. As 
before, 1d+1 = -r0-r1 ... -yd in d-dimensional spacetime. 
First, we check that for d = I together with our convention for the 
metric, there is no Majorana representation possible: 
If we take the one dimension as a "time" dimension, which coincides with 
our definition of the Minkowski metric, then we need 
2 
'Yo 1 (1.4.2) 
* 
"( 0 --y 0 (1.4.3) 
But since in one spacetime dimension, the dimension of -y 0 is also I, 
(1.4.2) together with (1.4.3) is not possible for any number 'Yo· In d = 
I, we thus cannot have a Majorana representation in Minkowski space. 
-However, if we regard the one dimension as a space dimension, we would 
have the metric n = -1 (i.e. not the Minkowski metric) and then we need 
(24) 
2 
'Yo = -1 
* 'Yo = -r0 (1.4.4) 
which can be satisfied by taking 'Yo= i. 
• Now we consider the case d = 2: 
The dimension of the representation is 
dim(r~) = 2d/2 = 2. 
We take 'Yo= a2 = i( ~ -6) = -(ro)* 
r1 = ial = i( ~ 6) = -(rl)* 
Then (1.4.1) has been met and 
2 
"r 5 " = i -y 0 -y 1 = i a2a 1 = ia3 
• d = 3: 
If we now continue in this way, we must take 
This set satisfies (1.4.1) and 
(" ") . 11 'Ys 3 = l"fo'Y1'Y2 = - · 
(25) 
• d = 4: 
The dimension of the representation is now 
We take = [ 0 0" 2 ] 
O"z 0 
This is the conventionally used Majorana representation for d = 4 and 
gives 
• d = 5: 
We continue as above and take 
a= 0,1,2,3 
and (14 ) 5 must be of the form 
where M is a purely real matrix which we try to determine now. 
We require the validity of the Clifford algebra 
a= 0,1,2,3 
The requirement (1.4.1)(a) means 
2 (iM) = -] , 
which through the reality of M implies 
2 
M = 11 
To find M, let 
iM = ( ~ ~ ) 
with A,B,C,D purely real 2x2 matrices. Eq.(1.4.7) then is 
or in component matrices 
2 
A +BC = ] 
AB+BD = 0 
CA+DC = 0 
2 CB+D = ] 
AB+B~ ] = 1, 
CB+D 
(26) 
(1.4.5) 
(1.4.6) 
(1.4.7) 
(1.4.8) 
We have as the first 1-matrices of the set 
Then (1.4.5) must hold for (13 ) 4: 
This gives 
=> [ A B J [-A B J 
-C -D = -C D 
In components: 
A = 0 
8 = 0 
This reduces eq. (1.4.8) to 
BC = 11 = CB. 
Similarly, for (12 ) 4 from (1.4.5) 
gives, using (1.4.9) and (1.4.10), 
(27) 
(1.4.9) 
(1.4.10) 
(1.4.11) 
(28) 
( ~ ~ ) [ ~. ~·] = - [ ~. ~·] ( ~ ~ ) 
or 
[ B~, 0 
l 
[ a,c o l 
Ca 3 0 0"38 
ana hence 
8a3 = -a3C 
Ca3 = -0"38. (1.4.12) 
So for the matrices 8,C we get from (1.4.12) 
[ B, 'B,l ( ~ -~) = -( ~ 0 ) [ c, c2 l 83 84 -1 C3 c4 
[ B, -82 
l 
r-c, -c,l (1.4.13) 
=> 83 -84 = c3 c4 
Similarly, from 
M(71)4 = -(11)4M 
and 
M(1o)4 = -(1o)4M 
we get 
[ 82 -8 1 l 
84 -83 
[ c, c,] 
-C 1 -C2 
(1.4.14) 
and 
[ B, 
84 
B, l 
83 = 
r-C, -C,l 
-C~ -C2 
(1.4.15) 
(29) 
From (1.4.13),(1.4.14),(1.4.15) it then follows that the components of 
B, C satisfy 
(1.4.16) 
and hence we can write down the matrices B and C in component form 
B = (1.4.17) 
c (1.4.18) 
But from (1.4.11) we also have 
which gives 
2 r-~, 0 ] 2 1 -Cl 
and hence 
2 
cl -1. 
But we have constructed M such that its components are all real - this 
gives a contradiction. We have thus proved that for d ~ 5 there does not 
exist a Majorana representation. 
(30) 
We now generalise this result to arbitrary dimensions: 
Generally we want for even space-time dimensions: 
i = 0,1, ... ,d-2 
(1.4.19)(a) 
and for odd space-time dimensions: 
;i = 0,1, ... ,d-2 
(1.4.19)(b) 
where w is a phase which must be adjusted. 
In order to obtain a Majorana representation, we need additionally 
* (rd-1)d=2n+1 = -(rd-1)d=2n+1 (1.4.20) 
and 
(1.4.21) 
Multiplying out (1.4.21) gives 
2 
w rorl···1d-1ro···1d-1 -1 
-11. (1.4.22) 
This is true since 
(31) 
(-)(d-1)t(d-2)+ ... +1(~o)2(~1)2 ... (~d-1)2 "fo"f1•••"fd-1"f0•••"fd-1 = I I I 
and 2 2 2 d-1 ('Yo) ('Yl) ... (-yd-1) = (-) . 
From (1.4.22) it further follows that 
2 
w (-)~d(d-1) - (d-1) +1 
= (-)~(d-1)(d-2) +1 
w is therefore real if 
(d-1}(d-2} + 1 = 2n, 2 \ 
i.e. if d = { !~+3 
We thus get in general: 
d I w 'Ydt1 'Ydt1 = W"fdt1 
4n real real real 
4n+1 imaginary imaginary real 
4n+2 imaginary real imaginary 
4n+3 real imaginary imaginary 
But since we want to use 
and 
{ 1. 4. 23) 
{ 1. 4. 24) 
{1.4.25) 
(32) 
( 1. 4. 26) 
and for the Majorana representation we want 
* ('Y ) = --y 
J1. J1. 
(1.4.27) 
there is an inconsistency whenever (w-yd+1)d=2n = (1d+1)d=2n is real 
since then eq.(1.4.27) cannot be satisfied for ('Yd_ 1)d=2n+1 . This means 
effectively that in some dimensions we cannot satisfy (1.4.20) and 
(1.4.21) simultaneously - in this case a Majorana representation cannot 
exist for the next higher dimension. For example, if w-yd+1 is real for d 
= 4n, then for d = 4n+1 we cannot have a Majorana representation. Thus 
from (1.4.23), there does not exist a Majorana representation whenever 
d = { 4n+1 4n+2 
i.e. if 
d = 5' 9' 13' .. . 
6, 10, 14, .. . 
n :f 0 ( 1. 4. 28) 
(1.4.29) 
It must be stressed that this result applies to the Minkowski metric 
together with the algorithm used for obtaining the -y-matrices, 
eqs.(1.4.19). It will in general always be possible to find a Majorana 
representation for a specific dimension: 
Let gJ.I.V = diag{1,1, ... ,1;-1,-1, ... -1} 
s indices d-s indices 
Then, for a Majorana representation, we want 
together with 
(33) 
since ~W1d+ 1 ) corres~onds to the (d+1)th diagonal term of the metric in 
dimension d+1 which is equal to -1. Accordingly we have 
2 2 
(W1d+1) = W 1o11···1d-11o···1d-1 
Therefore we must have 
so that 
w2 = (-)~d(d-1)-(d-s)+1 
and 
w = (±i)-~d(d-1)+(1+s) 
Since we now have two arbitrary parameters, w and s, instead of one, we 
can adjust these always such that 
and hence, given a Majorana representation in dimension d, we can find 
one in dimension d+l (not necessarily with the same metric!). 
We can now also see why (1.4.28) is not valid for n = 0: in this case, 
we have not constructed the 1-matrices from existing 1-matrices in the 
lower dimension d = 1. 
(34) 
1.5 The Majorana Condition 
To investigate the Majorana condition which demands that the particle 
wavefunction equals the antiparticle wavefunction, 
llte = llt, (1.5.1) 
we have another look at charge conjugation: 
We know that for the Dirac equation to be invariant under charge con-
jugation, we need a matrix U such that 
* -1 u 'Y u = -"( 
J1. J1. 
as has been discussed before. 
We define now. the charge-conjugate spinor we as follows: 
Eq. 
=> 
This 
-1 T * -1 -T 
we = uw = e 'Yo 1Jr = e 1Jr 
(1.5.2) then becomes 
(e-11oT)1p.*ce-11oT)-1 
(e-11oT 1 *'Yo-1Te)T 
J1. 
gives 
-1 
J1. 
= - (1 ) T 
.fl. 
= -1 T 
J1. 
(1.5.2) 
(1.5.3) 
(1.5.4) 
For simplicity, we introduce the "preferred" representation of the 
Clifford algebra:[3] 
1· = -1.t 1 1 (1.5.5) 
(35) 
The -yJl. generate_ a finite group, the Clifford group in d dimensions. 
Since for any finite group, any representation is equivalent to a 
unitary representation, we can.assume this preferred representation as 
follows: 
..,.t = (-y.)-1 = --y1 .. 
1 1 
(1.5.6) 
This preferred class of representations of the Dirac algebra includes, 
for example, the Majorana representation (where it exists). In the 
Majorana representation, the matrices (-yJJ.)d=2n+2 take the form 
(1.5.6)(a) 
I 
[ 
0 ( 1i)d=2n] ('Y;)d=2n+2 ("' ) 0 1 i d=2n < d-2 (b) 
[ 
0 II II ] 15 d=2n+1 
= 111slld=2n+1 0 (c) 
2 . 
=> <1d-1)d=2n+2 = -1 (d) 
We started the construction of these matrices in d = 2, where we have 
and hence ("' )t = "'o for any d. 
I Q d=2n+2 I 
Similarly, 
Also, 
(" ")t (" ") 1s d=2n+l = - 1s d=2n+l 
as is clear from (1.5.6)(c). 
Finally, 
from ( 1. 5. 6 )(d) . 
(36) 
This procedure can now be generalised to all dimensions where the 
Majorana representation exists. 
Hence 
for a 11 i t 0 . 
For odd d, 
for fl. t d-1'. 
For these, we have already shown that (1.5.5) holds. Finally, 
which has the form 
(37) 
This completes the proof of the fact that the Majorana representation is 
a preferred representation. 
We show that the same holds for the Weyl representation: 
For the Weyl representation, we need-y-matrices such that "-y5 " takes the 
form 
"-v " - ( - i 0 ) 
15 - 0 i (1.5.7) 
Also, the Weyl representation only makes sense in even spacetime dimen-
sions (in odd dimensions, "-y 5 " ~ 1, i.e. not the form (1.5.7}}. 
Starting from the Weyl representation in d = 4 (for convenience}, 
1o = ( ~ ~) => 1t = 1o 
( - i 0 ) 'Ys = 0 i 
we can build up Weyl representations in higher dimensions-by taking 
(1o}d=2n+2 =('Jio 1lo) 
= ( 0 - ( 10i } 2n J (-yi}d=2n+2 (-v } 
'i 2n 
;i < d-2 
with 
(38) 
This gives 
Also, 
'! \ 
[ 
( II"' II) 0 l 15 d=2n 
0 -(""' ") 15 d=2n 
with 
( 11"1 ")t = (II ") 15 d=2n - 15 d=2n 
and thus 
and finally 
with 
With this algorithm we get 
( II II) (- i 0 ) 
'Y5 2n+2 = 0 i 
and the Weyl representation is thus included in the set of preferred 
representations. 
We now return to equation (1.5.4): 
(39) 
Let J.L = 0: then 
c TroCIT -r T 
. 0 
=> Clro Tc . = 
-ro 
-r/ -1 => = Cr 0C 
' 
and if J.L t= 0: 
CTr -11 t c-IT_ 0 • ro -1 -r.T 1 
=> -C Tror ·roC IT = -r.T 1 1 
=> cTr.cn -r.T 
1 1 
-r.T -1 => = Cr.C 1 1 
Generally we can thus say 
-r T = cr c-1 
J.L J.L 
(1.5.8) 
This relation may now be explored further to determine the charge con-jugation matrix C. ~· 
We take the adjoint of eq.(l.5.8): 
(1.5.9) 
Using again (1.5.8), this becomes 
This gives 
Thus 
1~ = c- 1 c- 1 t1~ctc 
= ( c t C) -11 ( c t C) 
~ 
From Schur's Lemma this means that 
and we can rescale C so that 
t -1 * c = c = c 
(40) 
(1.5.10) 
for some constant a (1.5.11) 
(1.5.12) 
We are now ready to investigate the symmetry of the C-matrix[3]: 
Since from (1.5.8), 
-1 = cn1 TcT 
J1. J1. 
= -ClTC1 c1c T 
~ 
= -(C-1CT)T1~(C-1CT), 
it follows that 
and thus 
(41) 
(from Schur's Lemma). 
which gives finally 
T C = pC 2 with p = 1. (1.5.13) 
Now we develop the following product of matrices: 
T T T (1J.I.r) (1J.I.r-1) ... (1J.I. 1 ) pC 
(-)r(C1 c- 1)(C1 c- 1) ... (C1
11 
c- 1)pC 
J.l.r J.l.r-1 ,..1 
r -1 
= (-) (C1 11 111 ···111 C )pC 
,..r ,..r-1 ,.. 1 
r (-) pC111 111 • • ·1~~ 
,..r ,..r-1 ,.. 1 
Thus finally 
(c~ ~ ~ )T (-)%r(r+1) pC ~ ~ 
'J.1.1'J.£2··· 'J.I.r = 'J.£1··· 'J.I.r · (1.5.14) 
The product of matrices C1J.I.
1
1J.I.
2 
••• 1J.I.r is thus either symmetric (p = 1) 
or antisymmetric (p = -1). The general picture is as follows: 
(42) 
Table 1.3: Symmetry of the Charge Conjugation Matrix C 
Symmetry of erA I . 
c +p 
-p 
-p 
+p 
+p 
etc. 
I 
. no. of lin. indep. matrices erA 
( g ) 
( 1 ) 
( ~ ) 
( ~ ) 
( ~ ) 
It can be shown easily that among a complete set of nxn matrices, there 
are ~n(n+1) symmetric and ~n(n-1) antisymmetric matrices. Also, the set 
of matrices C1~, C1~1v' ... , C1~1v···1a forms a complete set of nxn 
matrices, where n is the dimension of the 1-matrices.This fact can be 
used to determine the value of p in the corresponding dimensions. 
We have generally: 
nonexistent 
r = 4n, 4n+3 
r = 4n+1, 4n+2 
{ 
8n+2 
d = 8n+3 
8n+4 
{ 
8n+6 
d = 8n+7 
8n+8 
d = { 8n+1 8n+5 
(1.5.15)(a) 
(1.5.15)(b) 
(1.5.15)(c) 
. . 
(43) 
Comparing the number of symmetric (antisymmetric) nxn matrices in Rn 
with the number of symmetric (antisymmetric) matrices C1p
1
···1pr' we 
find that in some dimensions there is a one-one correspondence between 
the two sets. Where the numbers do not agree, C cannot exist. Where they 
do agree, we can determine the value of p from this correspondence. For 
example, in d = 2, we have ( 6 ) = 1 2x2 matrix with the symmetry +p, 
and ( ~ ) + ( ~ ) = 3 matrices with the symmetry -p. There are a total 
of 4 linearly independent 2x2 matrices in Rn, of which 3 are symmetric 
and one is antisymmetric. We thus conclude that in this case, p = -1. 
Care must be taken in odd dimensions to take only the set of 2d- 1 
linearly independent matrices and not the set of 2d possible matrices. 
The general result is shown in the following table: 
Table 1.4: Determination of p from the Symmetry of erA 
No. of ~n(n+1) ~n(n-1) No. of No. of 
linearly =no. of =no. of erA matr. erA matr. 
ind.crA- symmetric· antisymm. with with 
matrices dxd dxd symmetry symmetry 
d dim(1P) matrices matrices +p -p p 
2 2 4 3 1 1 3 -1 
3 2 4 3 1 1 3 -1 
4 4 16 10 6 6 10 -1 
5 4 16 10 6 1 15 X 
6 
-8 64 36 28 36 28 +1 
7 8 64 36 28 36 28 +1 
8 16 256 136 120 136 120 +1 
9 16 256 136 120 211 45 X 
10 32 1024 528 496 .496 528 -1 
11 32 1024 528 496 496 528 -1 
(44) 
From the table it becomes clear that for d = 4n+1, e cannot exist. In 
these dimensions, we can thus certainly not have a Majorana condition. 
To obtain the general resu~t, we impose the Majorana condition and 
demand that it be consistent. · · 
We had previously 
(1.5.16) 
So for p = 1, i.e. ford= 6,7,8 (mod 8) 
(1.5.17)(a) 
and for p = -1 i.e. ford= 2,3,4 (mod 8) 
r TeT = cr 
Jl. Jl. (1.5.17)(b) 
The Majorana condition is 
-1-T -1 T 
w = we = e w = e ro w (1.5.18) 
From (1. 5.18), 
-T T * T -1* T 
w = 'Yo We = 'Yo e 'Yo w 
T T 
= 'Yo e row since et = e- 1 = * -e 
since pC eT 
T T T 
= Pro (-Pro e )w 
· 2 T 3 
-p e w = -p ew = -pew (1.5.19) 
Now we substitute this into (1.5.18) to check if it is consistent: 
(45) 
-1-T -1 w = c w = c (-pew) = -pw . (1.5.20) 
We see that for p = 1, this is inconsistent and conclude that Majorana 
spinors can only exist in d = 2,3,4 (mod 8). 
1~6 The Weyl Condition 
For the Weyl condition (which demans that left-handed and right-handed 
massless particles can be described by one two-component wave function), 
we need 
(1.6.1) 
where a1d+1 has the meaning of 1s in four-dimensional spacetime. 
Eq. (1.6.1) is trivially satisfied in odd dimensions since then 1d+1= 
const·1. For odd dimensions, the relation is thus empty and we only have 
to investigate the even dimensions. 
To satisfy (1.6.1), we thus need 
2 
i.e. (a 1011···1d+11o11···1d+1) = j 
Developing gives 
=> a 2 (-)~d(d-1)(-)d-1 = 1 
=> a 2 (-)~(d-1)(d-2) = 1 
=> a = (±i) H d-1 )( d-2) (1.6.2) 
(46) 
..... 
This gives an equation for a which we can always satisfy - showing that 
the Weyl condition can be imposed in any even dimension: 
1.7 The Majorana and Weyl Conditions imposed together 
Having shown that we can impose the Majorana condition in d = 2,3,4 (mod 
8) and the Weyl condition in d = 2 (mod 2) dimensions, we wish to deter-
mine in which dimensions we can impose both of them simultaneously.· For 
this to be satisfied, the charge conjugation and helicity operation have 
to commute: · 
(1.7.1) 
Developing (1.7.1), we get 
-1 T -1 T * tT * (ard+1 c ro - c ro a rd+1 )w = 0 (1.7.2) 
Now 
Using the preferred representation, this becomes 
rd+1 tT = (rd-1rd-2···1o)T(-)d-1 
T T T d-1 
= <ro r1 ... rd_ 1 (-) (1.7.3) 
Eq. (1.7.2) becomes thus 
1 T -1 * d-1 T T T T * {ard+1 c- ro - c a(-) ro (ro rl ... rd-1 )}w 
-1 T -1 * d-1 d-1 T T T T * {ard+1 c ro - c a(-) (-) ro rl ... rd-1 ro }w 
= 
From ( 1. 5. 8), 
-1 T T 1 c "i = -"i c-
I J1. I J1. ) so (1.7.4) becomes 
-1 T * d T T T -1 T * (a-yd+1 C 'Yo -a(-) 'Yo 'Yl ···'Yd-1 C 'Yo )w 
= 
* d -1 T * (a - a (-) ) 'Yd+lc 'Yo w 
= 0 
i.e. if 
* d if a= a (-) , 
(±i)~(d-l)(d-2) = (+i)~(d-1)(d-2)(-)d 
i.e if 
or if 
1 = (-)~(d-l)(d-2)+d 
2n = (d-1)(d-2) + d 2 
This holds for d = 4n+2, 4n+3. 
(47) 
(1.7.4) 
But since in odd dimensions, the Weyl condition is empty, the final 
result is that the Weyl and Majorana conditions can be imposed simul-
taneously in d = 4n+2 conditions. However, in d = 8n+6, the Majorana 
condition cannot be imposed, so that we are left with d = 8n+2 in which 
both conditions are valid simultaneously. 
We sum up the validity of the Majorana and Weyl conditions in the 
fall owing 
{48) 
Table 1.5: Dimensions in which the Majorana and 
Wevl Conditions are valid , 
d Weyl Cond.l Majorana Cond.l Weyl + Majorana Cond. 
8n x 
8n+1 
8n+2 · X X X 
8n+3 X 
8n+4 X X 
8n+5 
8n+6 x 
8n+7 
Had we taken instead of the Minkowski metric a different metric, this 
result would obviously change. The metric ~~v = diag{+1,+1,-1,-1, ... -1), 
for example, would give the following result: 
Table 1.6: Dimensions in which the Majorana and 
Wevl Conditions are valid: Metric with two time dimensions 
d Weyl Cond. I Majorana Cond. I Weyl + Majorana Cond. 
8n X X 
8n+1 X 
8n+2 X X X 
8n+3 
8n+4 x 
8n+5 
8n+6 x 
8n+7 
(49) 
In deriving the validity of the Majorana condition for this metric, the 
only change to the "original" derivation comes in eq.(1.5.14) which now 
becomes 
2 (e~ ~ ~ )T (-)~(r -r+2) pe ~ ~ 
'P.1'J.L2···'p.r = 'J1.1···'p.r (1.5.14)' 
This means that table 1.4 becomes 
d 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Table 1.7: Determination of p from the Symmetry of erA: 
metric with two"time" dimensions 
No. of ~n(n+1) ~n(n-1) No. of No. of 
linearly =no. of =no. of erA matr. erA matr. 
ind.erA- symmetric antisymm. with with 
matrices dxd dxd symmetry symmetry 
dim(-yJ.L) matrices matrices +p -p 
2 4 3 1 1 3 
2 4 3 1 0 4 
4 16 10 6 10 6 
4 16 10 6 10 6 
8 64 36 28 36 28 
8 64 36 28 56 8 
16 256 136 120 120 136 
16 256 136 120 120 136 
32 / 1024 528 496 496 528 
32 1024 528 496 220 804 
p 
-1 
X 
+1 
+1 
+1 
X 
-1 
-1 
-1 
X 
From this, we can directly read off the result for the Majorana condi-
tion shown in table 1.6, using eq.(1.5.19) which is still valid. 
(50) 
The result for the Weyl condition clearly remains unchanged. 
\ . 
For the validity of the Majorana and Weyl conditions imposed together, 
we find that eq.(1.6.2) becomes 
a= (±i)~(d+1)(d-2) (1.6.2)' 
which results in eq.(1.7.5) changing to 
2n = (d+1)(d-2) 2 + d, 
and thus (1.7.6) becomes 
d = 4n+1, 4n+2 
This concludes the proof of the result in table 1.6. 
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2.The Poincare Group 
2.1 The Orthogonal Group and the Rotation Group: 0(3) and 50(3) 
A homogeneous linear tranformation of a vector x is written as follows: 
-+, X = (2.1.1)(a) 
Here R is a 3x3 matrix transforming the vector X into the new vector x'. 
The matrix equation (2.1.l)(a) can be written in component form as 
(x.)' = R .. x. 
1 1J J 
(2.1.l)(b) 
We have used here Einstein's summation convention ( we sum over repeated 
indices) - this will be assumed in what follows. Since under orthogonal 
1-+1 2 2 2 transformations, the length of a vector x = x1 + x2 + x3 remains 
invariant, we must have for vectors which transform under the orthogonal 
matrix R 
(x.)'(x.)' x.x. 
1 1 1 1 
(2.1.2) 
that is 
Since xi, xj are arbitrary, this means 
or in matrix notation 
(2.1.3) 
This is the orthogonality relation specifying the orthogonal group in 
three dimensions, 0(3). 
{52) 
From {2.1.3) we get 
det{R)Tdet{R) = 1 
which implies 
det(R)= ±1 
so the orthogonal matrices R are unimodular. 
The elements R with det(R) = 1 constitute the group S0{3) - these are 
the rotation matrices that can be obtained from the identity by con-
tinuously changing the matrix elements. 
S0{3) is doublY connected: For example, a rotation through an angle n 
has exactly the same effect as a rotation through the angle - n (the 
corresponding transformation matrices are identical ). So in this case, 
two points in the parameter space (which is composed of, for example, 
the angle of rotation plus two independent parameters fixing the direc-
tion of the rotation) correspond to the same element of the group. The 
result is that a closed path in the parameter space which passes through 
the parameter values ~ = n and~= -n, cannot be contracted to a point. 
However, a path that does not pass through the values ~ = ±n , can be 
contracted to a point. There are thus two distinct types of closed paths 
possible and we say that the group is doubly connected. 
The elements of 0(3) with det{R)=-1 correspond to improper rotations, 
i.e. rotations followed by a space inversion. 
The group J = (I,Is), where Is is the inversion matrix Is= -1 , forms an 
invariant subgroup of 0(3) - so does SO(?).The only element common to 
S0(3) and J is the identity, so one can write 0(3) as the direct product 
of the two subgroups: 
0(3) = S0(3) ® J (2.1.4) 
< 2 
The relation (2.1.3) is a matrix equation containing n = 9 components. 
However,the equation is symmetric in the off-diagonal terms so that 
2 ~n(n-1) components are dependent. This gives n - ~n(n-1) = ~n(n+1) = 6 
equations in 9 parameters, leaving 3 parameters to be chosen freely; the 
group S0(3) thus possesses 3 generators. 
From the definition of an infinitesimal generator 
(53) 
(2.1.5) 
where Rk is an element of the group and ~ represents the group 
parameters, together with the general expressions for the rotation 
matrices 
( ~ 0 -s~n~ ] R1 = cos~ sin~ cos~ (2.1.6)(a) 
( cos~ 0 si~~ ] R2 = -s~n~ 1 0 cos~ (2.1.6)(b) 
( cos¢ -sin¢ 0 ] R3 = sin¢ cos¢ 0 0 0 1 (2.1.6)(c) 
one obtains the infinitesimal generators of S0(3): 
( ~ 0 
-n J1 = 0 i (2.1.7)(a) 
u 0 ~ ] J2 0 0 (2.1.7)(b) 
( ~ -i n J3 = 0 0 (2.1.7)(c) 
The generators Ji are easily seen to satisfy the commutation relations 
(2.1.8) 
Since it is impossible to find any linear combination of the generators 
which commutes with any particular generator of the set, the rank of the 
Lie algebra ( i.e. the maximum number of commuting elements of the 
(54) 
group) is 1. The rank of a Lie algebra also gives the number of Casimir 
operators necessary to characterise the group. The Casimir operator for 
the orthogonal group can be chosen as: 
(2.1.9) 
Since S0(3) is doubly connected, we must look for its universal cover-
ing group: 
The group SU(2) is defined as the set of unitarY transformations (with 
positive determinant) in a complex two-dimensional vector space: 
(2.1.10) 
or in matrix notation 
(€)' = ue , det(u) = 1 
The basis vectors of this space, 
are called contravariant spinors of rank 1. (They are actually vectors 
with respect to SU(2) and spinors with respect· to S0(3)). 
Correspondingly, one can define the covariant spinors n €t to trans-
form according to 
(2.1.11) 
or (n.)' = ut.n. 
1 J 1 J 
(2.1.12) 
(55) 
Notice ·that (Ei>* transforms like a covariant spinor: .The complex con-
jugate of eq. (2.1.10) reads 
which has the same form as (2.1.12) with 
(2.1.13) 
Now we can form the product of a covariant and a contravariant spinor as 
follows: 
i i t E E . E 0 . = €®€ J J 
This matrix oij transforms according to: 
(€i)'(€j)' = uik Ek€1 uljt 
k t 
= uik 0 l ulj 
This is in matrix form 
(O)' = u nut 
The matrices u are unitary: 
uut = utu = 1 
Additionally, for SU(2) we require 
det(u) = 1 
(2.1.14) 
(2.1.15) 
(2.1.16) 
(2.1.17)(a) 
(2.1.17)(b) 
(56) 
As ~ complex 2x2 matrix, u contains 8 real components. Four conditions 
are given by (2.1.17)(a) and one by (2.1.17)(b),· thus leaving 3 
parameters of the group, the same number as for S0(3). 
From (2.1.17), the general form for u is: 
aa* + bb* '= 1 (2.1.18) 
From this form of u we see that the spinor 
transforms as 
This is clear because € transfroms as 
1 1 2 (e ) I ae + b€ 
2 1 2 (€ ) 1 = -b*e + a*e (2.1.19) 
and so 
2 * 2 * 1 * (-e ) I = a(-€ ) + b(€ ) 
1 * 2 * 1 * (€ ) I = -b*( -e ) + a*(€ ) (2.1.20) 
which is the same transformation behavior as (2.1.19). 
Now we see that 
(2.1.21) 
(57) 
henc~ n = et transforms as 
T 2 · 1 (SE) = (-E ,E ) (2.1.22) 
So (2.1.14) becomes, using (2.1.22), 
[ 
1 2 1 2 ] 
· -E e e e 
2 2 1 2 
-<e > e e 
(2.1.23) 
A homomorphism between 50(3) and SU(2) can now be obtained by identify-
ing the three-dimensional vector x with oij of eq. (2.1.14): 
h now transforms according to 
(h)' = uhuf 
and so 
det(h')= det(u)det(h)det(uf) 
= det(h) 
2 2 2 
= -(x1 + x2 + x3 ) 
(2.1.24) 
(2.1.25) . 
thus ensuring that the length of a vector remains invariant under trans-
formations of the type (2.1.16). 
Having identified -E®Et with h, we thus conclude that an SU(2) transfor-
mation on 
(58) 
corresponds to an S0(3) transformation on 
with 
2 2 1 2 
X1 = 1/2 {(€ ) - (€ ) } 
1 2 2 2 
x2 = -i/2 {(€ ) + (€ ) } 
(2 .1. 26) 
' 
Calculating explicitly the transformation (2.1.16), using (2.1.19) and 
(2.1.26), we obtain 
2 22 2 2 2 2 2 
= 1/2(a +a* -b -b* )x 1 - i/2(a- a*+ b- b* )x 2 - (a*b*+ab)x 3 
2 22 2 2 2 2 2 
= i/2(a -a* -b +b* )x 1+ l/2(a +a*+ b + b* )x 2 -i(ab-a*b*)x 3 
(2.1.27) 
Generally, since we can generate elements of SU(2) with the Pauli-
matrices (as we shall show explicitly later), we may write a matrix u of 
SU(2) as 
(2 .1. 28) 
Similarly, a matrix R of S0(3) can be written as 
(2.1.29() 
(59) 
Inserting a = e-i0/2 , b = 0. into (2.1.27), which corresponds to 
we get 
[ 
cosO 
sinO 
0 
-sinO 
cosO 
0 
Similarly, a= cos(0/2), b= -sin(0/2) gives 
-iaY0/2 
u = e y 
with 
[ 
cosO 
R = 0 
Y -sinO 
~ sin~ l 
0 cosO 
and a = cos0/2, b = -isin0/2 gives 
and the corresponding rotation matrix is 
1 
0 
0 
0 
cosO 
sinO 
- s ~no] 
cosO 
This makes explicit the correspondence between elements of the groups 
S0(3) and SU(2). 
Since the tranformation (2.1.16) is insensitive to a change of sign in 
u, the two matrices u and -u of SU(2) correspond to the same element of 
S0(3): the simply connected SU(2) is homomorphic to the doubly connected 
S0(3). 
(60) 
2.2 The Homogeneous lorentz Group 
We define a Lorentz transformation as follows: 
(2.2.1) 
The length of a four-vector is to be conserved: 
(2.2.2) 
Substitution of (2.2.1) into (2.2.2) gives: 
so that the matrices A must satisfy 
(2.2.3) 
or in matrix notation 
(A)T TJ (A) = TJ (2.2.4) 
This is the characteristic equation for a homogeneous Lorentz 
transformation. We note that, since TJ = diag(1,-1,-1,-1), eq.(2.2.4) 
actually characterises the group 0(3,1).) 
From (2.2.4) we get 
det(A) 1det(TJ)det(A)=det(TJ), 
implying 
2 (det(A)) = 1 
or det(A) = ±1 (2.2.5) 
(61) 
Furthermore, if we take the (00)-component of eq.(2.2.4), we get 
0 2 3 . 2 (A o> - ~ (Ala> = 1 
i=l 
Therefore 
and 
or 
We now show that the transformations (2.2.1) form a group: 
(2.2.6) 
i) Let A1 and A2 be elements of the set L of the matrices A. Then we 
define their product to be A3 = A1A2 in the sense of matrix multiplica-
tion and (2.2.4) becomes 
= T} 
Hence eq.(2.2.4) is satisfied for A3 and so A3 is also a member of the 
group. 
ii) The identity is the unit matrix which satisfies: 
iii) Since det(A)= ±1 ~ 0, we can find an inverse for each matrix A, 
which is again an element of the group: 
(A-1)T n-1 A-1 
(An AT)-1 
-1 
= n = n 
(62) 
iv) Clearly the multiplication of matrices A is associative. 
We call this group the homogeneous Lorentz group Lor 0(3,1). 
L is continuous because the transformations (2.2.1) are continuous. 
However, L is not connected: From eq.(2.2.5) one sees that Lis split 
into two disconnected parts: The transformations with det(A) = 1 and 
those with det(A) = -1. These are again each divided into two discon-
o 0 
nected parts corresponding to A 0 ~ 1 and A 0 ~ -1 respectively. Thus 
L consists of 4 disconnected subsets: 
Table 2.1: Disconnected Subsets of the Homogeneous Lorentz Group 
0 
Designation det(A) A o Discrete transformation 
Lt +1 
+ 
~1 I 
Lt 
-1 ~1 Is n (space inversion) 
L~ 
-1 ~-1 It = -n (time inversion) 
-
L~ +1 
+ 
~-1 Ist= -I (spacetime inversion) 
Of these subsets only L! forms a subgroup since it alone contains the 
identity element. However, each of the other three subsets contains a 
discrete transformation (as listed above); so any element of L can be 
obtained by applying a discrete transformation together with a transfor-
mation from L! . To find the generators of L then, it suffices to find 
the generators of Lt 
+ 
(63) 
2.3 The Generators of the Restricted Lorentz Group L! (or 50(3,1)) 
The defining equation (2.2.4) is a 4x4 matrix equation; hence it con-
tains 16 components. It is, however, symmetric in the components (since 
~~v is symmetric), so only 10 of the 16 components are independent. This 
leaves 6 undetermined components, i.e. the group has 6 parameters. 
To obtain the 6 generators of the Lorentz group, we proceed as we did 
for S0(3): we write down the general form of the elements of the group: 
Pure Lorentz boosts are of the form 
[ cosh¢ -sinh~ 0 n L = -si~h¢ cosh~ 0 X 0 1 0 0 (2.3.1)(a) 
[ cosh¢ 0 -sinh~ n L = -si~h¢ 1 0 y 0 cosh~ 0 0 (2.3.1)(b) 
[ cosh¢ 0 0 
-sit l 0 1 0 
Lz = 0 0 1 
-sinh~ 0 0 cosh~ 
(2.3.1)(c) 
and space rotations are written as 
R. 
1 [ : ; ] (2.3.1)(d) 
where ft is the three-dimensional space rotation matrix and has the form 
(2.1.6). 
Now we use the definition of an infinitesimal generator, eq.(2.1.5), to 
obtain the infinitesimal generators of L! 
(2.3.2)(a) 
(64) 
[ ~ 0 0 n J2 0 0 . (2.3.2)(b) 0 0 - i 0 
[ ~ 0 0 ~ l J3 0 -i (2.3.2)(c) = i 0 0 0 
[-~ -i 0 n Kl 0 0 (2.3.2)(d) 0 0 0 0 
[-~ 0 -i ~ l K2 0 0 (2.3.2)(e) = 0 0 0 0 
u 
0 0 -~ l K3 0 0 = 0 0 (2.3.2)(f) 
0 0 
Here J. denote rotation generators and K. denote generators of pure 1 1 
Lorentz boosts. Since these 6 generators are independent and L! only 
we know that we have found the possesses 6 infinitesimal generators, 
complete set of generators. The generators J., K. can be summarised in a 1 1 
tensor MJLV ofthe form: 
0 Kl K2 K3 
MJLV -Kl 0 J3 -J2 
-K2 -J3 0 Jl 
(2.3.3) 
-K3 J2 -Jl 0 
It is also instructive to write the generators MJLV in operator form. 
This is 
(2.3.4) 
(65) 
Sine~ Mpv is antisymmetric, it has 6 independent components - as we have 
required before. The nonzero components are: 
and 
0 i 
= -X Pi - X Po 
= K. 1 
i,j,k = 1,2,3 
(2.3.5)(a) 
(2.3.5)(b) 
These expressions are now the generators of the group L! written in 
operator form. We notice again that in this form, the Ji generate space 
rotations and the Ki pure Lorentz transformations. 
A more rigid approach to arrive at the generators Mpv is to derive them 
from an infinitesimal tranformation. This is done as follows: 
We denote an infinitesimal Lorentz transformation by 
A v = 6 v + iw v p p p (2.3.6) 
where wpv is a real parameter. 
Eq.(2.3.6) has to satisfy the orthogonality relation (2.2.3): 
(2.3.7) 
To lowest order of w, this gives 
(66) 
and hence w~v is antisymmetric: 
w = -w ~v ~v 
(2.3.8) 
The fact that the parameters w are antisymmetric implies again that 
~v 
there are 6 independent parameters for a transformation like (2.3.6). 
To find the generators, we write (2.3.6) in the form 
A v = 6 v - 12w 13
(Maf3) v (2.3.9) 
~ ~ a ~ 
where we sum over the indices a and {3, and wa13 is the antisymmetric 
parameter of eq.(2.3.6). Comparing (2.3.6) with (2.3.9), we get a rela-
tion for the tensor (Ma{J)~v: 
We must have 
. v 
-lW 
~ 
We lower the tensor index: 
1w (Ma/3) -iw 
2 a f3 f..'f1 ~a 
• 
Since w~v is antisymmetric, the solution is 
and so 
(2.3.10) . 
(2.3.11) 
(2.3.12) 
Eq.(2.3.12) now gives the components~' v of the tensor Ma/3 which con-
tains the 6 generators of the group of transformations (2.3.6). 
For example, 
(67) 
·· OI . va 0 I I 0 (M )~v = -l~ (~ ~~ v - ~ ~~ v) 
[ 
0 -i 0 0 ] 
-i 0 0 0 
= 0 0 0 0 = KI, 
0 0 0 0 
as we had previously. The other generators are obtained similarly. 
Let us now work out the commutation relations between the generators of 
t L+ . 
For example, 
[JI,J2] = [x2p3 - x3p2' x3pi - xip3] 
= x2 [p3,x3] PI+ xi [x3, p3] p2 
or in matrix form: 
[J,,J,] = [ ~ 
Generally one finds 
Similarly, 
0 0 
0 -I 
I 0 
0 0 
[Ki,Kj] [x0pi - xip0, x0pj x;p0J 
-x; [p0, x0] pj - xj [x0 ~ p0J p; 
(2.3.I3)(a) 
(68) 
The matrix equations yield the corresponding results. We write 
generally: 
(2.3.13)(b) 
and note that the Ji are Hermitean while the Ki are anti-Hermitean. · 
Finally, 
[J.,K.] 1 1 x0pj Xjp0] = £kl i [xk,p - X pk' 1 J 
i 1 xlpo) £ijk (x0p 
=> [J.,K.] i £ijk Kk (2.3.13)(c) 1 J 
The commutation relations (2.3.13) show that the Lie algebra of L! has 
rank 2, i.e. the maximum number of elements which commute is 2; there 
are thus two Casimir operators of the group. 
Notice that the pure Lorentz transformations do n6t form a group since 
the generators Ki do not form a closed algebra under commutation. 
A general transformation of the restricted Lorentz group can now be 
written as a combination of a Lorentz boost (generators Ki) and a rota-
tion (generators Ji): 
~ ~ -io J·n - i~ K·v A(On,rpv) = e YJ (2.3.14) 
~ ~ and n, v are the unit vectors in the direction of the corresponding 
transformation. 
Eq. (2.3.14) can be simplified as: 
-~ w MIL" 
A = e /LV 
where WJLV is an antisymmetric tensor 
seen to be 
0 
-c/>1 -c/>2 -c/>3 
c/>1 0 -03 02 
w/LV = -i c/>2 03 0 -01 
c/>3 -02 01 0 
(as MJLV is 
The two Casimir operators of LJ can be written as 
and 
(69) 
. (2.3.15) 
antisymmetric) and 
(2.3.16) 
(2.3.17) 
Clearly these operators commute with all the generators of the group. 
Alternatively, one can write the generators in Hermitean form: 
M.= (J. + iK.) 1 1 1 
N.= (J. - iK.) 
1 1 1 
Then the commutation relations are 
[Mi, Mj] itijk Mk 
[Ni, Nj] = itijk Nk 
(2.3.18) 
is 
[N., M.] = 0 
1 J (2.3.13)(d) 
i.e. Mi and Ni behave as the components of two angular momenta. 
( 
(70) 
The Casimir operators now take the form: 
2 2 M = ~ M. 
i 1 
2 2 N = ~ N. 
• 1 
1 
(2.3.17)(a) 
We see that now M and N each generate a group SU(2), which commute. This 
demonstrates that the Lorentz group is essentially SU(2)®SU(2), so that 
particle states which transform under the Lorentz group will be charac-
terized by two angular momenta j,j' corresponding to M and N. 
2.4 The Universal Covering Group of L! 
The group L! is composed of the pure Lorentz transformations and the 
three-dimensional space rotations. Since the subset S0(3) of L! is 
doubly connected, so is L! , and hence we need to look for the universal 
covering group of L:. The procedure to follow is analogous to that used 
for establishing the homomorphism between S0(3) and SU(2): 
We associate with each four-vector x~ a Hermitean matrix X 
[ 
0 3 
X + X 
1 2 
x + ix 
1 2] x - ix 
0 3 
X - X 
(2.4.1.) 
x~ can be written as 
x~ = % Tr (a~ X) (2.4.2) 
h ~ ( ~a) w ere a = a0 , = 
~ ( 1 ,a) -= a ~ 
(71) 
In this picture, the length of a four-vector is given by: 
0 2 -+ 2 2 det X = (x ) - (x) = (x) 
The (Lorentz) transformation of X is now performed by a complex 
unimodular 2x2 matrix A 
(X)' =A X At det A= 1. (2.4.3) 
The length of four-vectors is preserved under the transformation 
(2.4.3): 
2 2 (X') = det (X') = det (X) = (x) 
and hence A corresponds to a Lorentz transformation. 
The matrices A form the group SL(2,C), which has 6 generators (between 
the 4 complex components, there is only one constraining complex 
equation: det(A)=l), like the homogeneous Lorentz group. The correspon-
dence is given by: 
in L 
corresponds to 
(x)' =A X At in SL(2,C) 
and (x~)' = ~ Tr (a~ X') 
= ~ Tr (a~ A X At) 
so that 
(72) 
.. AJl. 
11 
= ~ Tr ( aJl. A a 
11 
At) . (2.4.4) 
The group SL(2,C) then forms the universal covering group of L!, with 
AJ.£
11 
defined as above. 
We verify that A(A) A(B) = A(AB): 
and 
Now 
= ~ Tr (aJl. A ap At) ~ Tr (aP B a11 Bt) 
= -
4
1 Tr (At aJl. A a ) Tr (aP B a Bt) p II 
Tr (A aa) Tr (aa B) = 2 Tr (AB) 
so that 
(2.4.5) 
this verifies the validity of the group multiplication (2.4.5) 
By calculating AJ1.
11
(A) explicitly, using 2.4.4) and 
(73) 
A• [: :J ab-be 0 , (2.4.6) 
we can also verify (the calculation is tedious!) that 
det(A) = 1 
and A 0 0 ~ 1 . 
Again, as we saw in the homomorphism between 50(3) and 5U(2), since a 
sign change in A does not change the transformation (2.4.3), two 
matrices A and -A of 5L{2,C) correspond to one matrix A of L! 
(50{3,1)). The double-valued 50(3,1) is thus covered by the single-
valued 5L(2,C). 
A matri~ A of 5L{2,C) can also be written in exponential form: 
Tr 5 = 0 . (2.4.7) 
There are 6 independent 2x2 traceless complex matrices, so we choose for 
S the 6 matrices ak and iak. 
A matrix of 5L(2,C) then has the following form: 
u = e-1/2 iO U•n 
1 i -+ -+ 1 ( o ~·n] 2 + i ( o ~·n] 3 = 
- 2 8 a·n - 2T 3T + .... 
1 - 1 ( ~ )2 + 1 ( ~ ) 4 + .... = 2T 4! 
- i -+ -+ ( ( ~ ) 1 ( ~ )3 + 1 ( ~ )5 + .... J a·n 3T 5T 
= cos(0/2) - a·n sin(0/2) (2.4.8) 
(74) 
which is unitary,. 
or 
~ ~ 
H = e-1/2 ¢ a·v 
( ¢ ~·v)2 ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 1 ( p ~·V]3 1 
- 2 8 O•V + 2T 3T + .... 
1 1 ( ~ ) 2 + 1 ( ~ )4 + .... = +2! 4T 
~ ~ ( ( ~ ) + 1 ( ~ )3 + 1 (~)5+ .... ) - O•V 3T 5T 
= cosh(¢/2) - a·v sinh(¢/2) (2.4.9) 
which is Hermitean. 
The matrices U correspond to rotations and the matrices H to pure 
Lorentz boosts, so that any matrix of SL(2,C) can be written as a 
product of H and U. The unitary matrices U form also the group SU(2) 
which is simply connected. Since the group of pure Lorentz transforma-
tions is also simply connected, we conclude that SL(2,C) is simply 
connected as well. 
2.5 The Translation Group 
A general translation can be written in the form: 
(2.5.1) 
The definition of the inifinitesimal generators, 
J.L v B x = af (x , a ) a 
a aaa a=O axf.L 
(75) 
gi.ves the generators 
(2.5.2) 
In order to obtain Hermitean generators, we use 
(2.5.3) 
as the generators; there are thus 4 generators for the translation group 
(the group properties are immediately evident). We can then, as usual, 
write a finite translation in the form: 
-i a11P 
= e J.L (2.5.4) 
2.6 The Poincare Group (Inhomogeneous Lorentz Group) 
The Poincare group consists of Lorentz transformations and translations: 
(2.6.1.) 
This transformation does not leave the length of position vectors in-
variant, but only the distance between position vectors: 
The generators of the Poincare group are MJ.LV' the generators of the 
homogeneous Lorentz transformations, and Pv , the generators of transla-
tions, so that any Poincare transformation can be written as a product 
of those two types of transformation. It is well known that the transla-
tions do not commute with the Lorentz transformations. This can easily 
be seen as follows: 
Denote the transformation (2.6.1) by (a,A).Then 
(76) 
. (a, I) {O,A) (a,A), 
but 
(O,A) (a,I) = (Aa,A) t (a,A) 
The transformation (a,A) can also be written in matrix form 
(a,A) = [ Ao all 
Here A denotes the usual 4-dimensional Lorentz transformation matrix and 
a is the four-vector which gives the translation. The transformation 
(2.6.1) is then a 5-dimensional matrix equation: 
-+ -+ (x)' = (a,A) x 
is written 
= 
0 
or 
In particular 
[ 
0(4) 
(a,I) = 
0 
1 
(2.6.2) 
(77) 
etc. 
Next, we develop the commutation relations between the generators of the 
Poincare group: 
i i) [Mt'll, P p] [xtLP 11 - x11 P tL, P p] 
[xtL,PP] pv - [xv,Pp] ptL 
=> 
iii) [Mp>.'MtL11 ] = xp [PA,xt'] P11 + xtL [xp,P11 ] xp 
- xp [P>.,x11 ] PtL - xv [XP,PtL] X). 
- x>. [PP,xtL] pv - xtL [x>.,Pv] xp 
+ x). [Pp,x11 ] PtL + xv [xA,PtL] xp 
=> [Mp>.'MtLV] = i (~pvM>.tt + ~>-tLMPll - ~PtL~v>. - ~>.vMtLP) 
(2.6.3)(ii) 
(2.6.3)(iii) 
(78) 
These commutation relations suggest again that the rank of the Lie 
algebra is 2, so that one can find two Casimir operators. 
An easy choice 
immediately: 
for a Casimir operator is P2 = P~P . We can see this ~ 
2 
[P~,P ] = 0 
[Mpv'pJ.LpJ.L] = PJ.L 1JJ.LO P1• (77 P 11 P ) va p - pv a 
= 0 
For a second Casimir operator, one introduces the covariant spin vector: 
Now 
w = 1/2 £ MV(J P1 J.L J.LVU1 
1/2 £vaB1 (1JaJ.L pB 
= i £vaB1 pB p1 
= 0 
(2.6.4) 
2 We introduce the quantity WJ.LWJ.L = W2 , and to find 
calculate some useful commutation relations: 
[W ,MJ.LV] , we first 
1) [xJ.L,Wr] 1/2 £raB1 [xJ.L,MaB p1] 
= 1/2 £raB1 (-7JJ.LB xa p1 + i1]J.La xB p1 - iMaB 1JJ.L1) 
= -i/2 £raBJ.L MaB (2.6.5) 
(79) 
2) [M~v,W1 ] = [x~ Pv - XV P~,W1 ] 
= '/2 MaB P 1'/2 MaB P 
-
1 £raB~ v + £raBv ~ 
(2.6.6) 
Hence we have 
[Wa, i(g~a Mv- gva M~)] 
= (W~ Mv Mv W~ + M~ Wv - Mv W~) 
0 as required. 
2 2 We. have thus shown that both P and W commute with all the generators 
of the group L! and are therefore its Casimir operators. 
2.7 Generalisation to Arbitrary Dimensions 
Assume now that space-time is d-dimensional. Then the defining equation 
for the homogeneous Lorentz group, 
(2.2.4) 
is a dxd matrix equation which is symmetric, leaving d/2 (d-1) free 
parameters. For example, if d = 10, then the homogeneous Lorentz group 
has 45 generators. 
We know that the (d-1)-dimensional rotation group, SO(d-1), has 
1/2(d-1)(d-2) degrees of freedom, e.g.S0(3) has 3 generators, and S0(9) 
has 36. Also, the pure Lorentz transformations in d-dimensional space-
time have d-1 generators, one for each spatial dimension. So we see 
again that the homogeneous Lorentz group has 
N = 1/2 (d-1)(d-2) + d-1 = d/2 (d-1) 
generators. 
(80) 
Similarly, the inhomogeneous Lorentz group has d additional generators 
for the translations. Hence the total number of generators for the 
Poincare group is 
N = d/2 (d-1) + d = d/2 (d+1) 
For example, if d = 10, then N = 55. 
We can easily generalise the form of the generators from d = 4 to d = n: 
We have 
MJL" = XJL P11 - x" pJL JL,II 0,1, ... ,n-1 
with Mij £ ijk Lk i,j,k = 1,2, ... ,n-1 
and Moi K. 
1 
1 if i,j,k = i,i+1,i+2 
or any even permutation thereof 
Here £ -· .
ijk -1 for odd permutations of i,i+1,i+2 
0 otherwise 
Then the L1 are again the generators of rotations. in (d-1)-dimerisional 
space, and the K; generate pure Lorentz transformations. 
Finally, 
P .a = 1-
JL axiL ' 
JL = 0,1, ... ,n 
generate the translations in d-dimensional space-time. 
Clearly all the commutation relations will still hold in arbitrary 
dimensions and hence the Casimir operators assume the same form as in 4-
dimensional space-time. 
(81) 
2.8 Representations 
2.8(a) Definition of a Group Representation[!] 
Definition: If we can find a set of linear operators T(g) in a linear 
vector space L, which correspond to the elements g of the group G in the 
sense that 
T(a)T(b) = T(ab) 
T(e) = 1 
fQr all a,b E G 
then this set of operators forms a representation of the group G in the 
space L. The dimension of the vector space is also the dimension of the 
representation. 
Choosing a basis {e1,e2, ... en} in L, one can form a matrix for each 
operator T(g) as follows: 
The transformation of an arbitrary vector xi is then 
(2.8.2) 
A representation of a group in Ln is reducible if a non-trivial subspace 
Lm of Ln is left invariant by the operators T(g) of the repre-
sentation. 
For example, suppose all the matrices corresponding to T(g) can be 
written as 
[ .
. 0011 (g) 
D(g)=  
(82) 
Then·we can write a transformation 
xl D (g) D (g) L 
Lm 11 12 m 
D(g) -T D(g) xm X = 
xm+1 
L n-m 0 022(g) Ln-m 
xm 
It can easily be seen that in this case Lm is left invariant by the 
operators: 
whereas Ln-m is not. 
The representation is completely reducible if also Ln-m is left 
invariant, i.e. if o21 (g) = 0 : 
D(g) 
A representation is irreducible if no invariant subspace exists. 
2.8(b) Tensor Representations 
Consider the general form of Lorentz transformations: 
(2.2.1) 
Her; the object x~ is 
acts- hence· eq.(2.2.1) 
vector space. 
{83) 
a 4-dimensional vector on which the matrix A~v 
is a linear transformation in a· 4-dimesional 
A covariant vector will transform according to 
(2.8.3) 
If we now generalise from the linear transformation in a 4-dimensional 
vector space ~4 to a linear transformation in a 4n -dimensional vector 
space ~ , the transformation law becomes 
4n 
v 
A n 1/J 
~n vl. · · vn (2.8.4) 
Here ~ 1 ,~2 , ... ~n; v1,v2, ... vn all range from 0 to 3, and eq.(2.8.4) is 
the defining equation for the transformation of a tensor of rank n. 
Because the identity transformation is 
we require, as usual, that 
so that there exists an isomorphism between the group of linear trans-
formations in 4n dimensions and 50(3,1) or the Lorentz group L! . Hence 
one can say that the group of transformations represented by eq.(2.8.4) 
form a 4n-dimensional representation of L! - these representations are 
called tensor representations. 
The simplest example of a tensor representation is the transformation of 
a tensor of rank 0: 
(1/J)' = 1/J 
This is the (trivial) scalar representation. The next higher repre-
sentation would be the transformation of a tensor of rank 1, which is 
also called vector representation: 
(84) 
One can also think of a tensor of rank n as a 4n-component vector in the 
representation space, the transformation being 11 Summarised 11 into one 4x4 
matrix ANM ; in other words, the transformation 
( ,,, ) I 
11 I 11 2 ~, II = A,I All2 
,..I· · .,...n ,... ,... 
II 
A n 1/J 
Jl.n 11 I · · · 11 n 
is written as 
"· Since each matrix A 1 of (2.8.4) only operates om the 4-dimensional 
Jl.i 
subspace of P n corresponding to the index v
1
• of 1/J, u , ANM is the 4 ,...I ••• ,...n 
"· direct product of the matrices A 1 
Jl.i 
A= A® A® A® ..... ® A (2.8.6) 
n factors 
This shows that all the tensor representations of the group S0(3,I) or 
L! can be built up from the vector representation. 
2.8(c) The Spinor Representations of SU(2) 
Consider the transformations corresponding to the group SU(2,C): 
(€)' = u € (2.8.7) 
{85) 
wit~ u uf = uf u = 1 (2.8.8) 
Because of (2.8.8), u has the form 
[_:. ~ 2 lbl 2 u = lal + = 1 {2.8.9) 
as we have seen before. 
In component form, (2.8.7) is 
1 1 2 (€ )' a€ + b€ 
2 1 2 (€ )' -b*€ + a*€ {2.8.10) 
Notice that the complex conjugate of eq.(2.8.10) is equivalent to 
{2.8.10) itself- it does not yield a different transformation behavior. 
We have seen before that the group SU(2) has three parameters ( as seen 
from eq.(2.8.9)) and is homomorphic to S0(3). The elements €i of the 
complex linear space which transform according to (2.8.10) are called 
spinors with respect to the three-dimensional Euclidean space. 
We now consider the linear space of monomials of degree v: 
(2.8.11) 
Here v and k are integers such that 0 ~ v ~ k. 
Because for fixed v, there are v+1 different monomials of the form (2.8.11), the space is (v+1)-dimensional. A general transformation in 
the (v+1)-dimensional representation space will thus be represented by a 
(v+1)x(v+l) matrix. This can be seen by applying the transformation 
(2.8.10) to Pk: 
(2.8.12) 
By arranging the right-hand side of eq. (2.8.12) in terms of monomials, 
this can be written 
(86) 
v 1 1 2 1 2: D (€ ) v- (€ ) 
1 =0 kl 
(2.8.13) 
The numbers Dkl are the the components of the (v+1)x(v+1) matrix repre-
senting the transformations in the (v+1)-dimensional representation 
space - the matrix D itself is called the spinor representation of the 
group SU(2). , 
The irreducible representations of a group are usually labelled b~ the 
eigenvalues of the Casimir operators of the group.The Casimir operator 
2 
of S0(3) is J with the eigenvalues 
J
2
1 j m > = j (j+1) j m > 
and 
J 3 I m > = m I m > 
with m = -j, -j+1, ... , 0, ... ,j 
For a fixed j, there are therefore 2j+1 eigenvectors I j m >. 
Correspondingly, we want a (2j+1)-dimensional representation for each 
fixed j - for this reason, we identify the v of the monomials above with 
2j: 
~ v = j (2.8.14) 
Now j can assume any integer or half-integer value.The representations 
so constructed are denoted Dj and are (2j+1)x(2j+1) matrices - the 
elements of the corresponding (2j+1)-dimensional representation space 
are called spinors of rank 2j of three-dimensional real space. 
Let us look at some examples: 
1) We construct o1 of SU(2): 
We have j = 1, 
and thus v = 2. 
Hence we get the monomials 
Po = {€1)2 
p1 = (€1)(€2) 
p2 = (€2)2 . 
We have 
u " [_:. :.] 
and 
Now, using explicitly the transformation (2.8.10), we get 
1 2 2 (P0)' = (a€ + b€ ) 
This gives 
= a2 (€1)2 + (2ab) (€1) (€2) + b2 (€2)2 
2 
= ~ 0o1 Pl 1=0 
2 000 = a 
{87) 
(88) 
With similar calculations for {P1)' and {P2)' we obtain all the elements 
of the matrix o1(u). The result is 
a2 2ab b2 
D1{u) -ab* (aa*-bb*) a*b 
b*2 
-2a*b* a*2 
Similarly, with 
-u = (-a -b ) b* -a* 
we get the equivalent representation D1(-u) = D1(u) 
I 
2) Naturally, Di(u) of SU(2) is just the self-representation: 
The monomials are: 
so that 
On other hand, 
I 
Di {-u) = -u € 
(89) 
I I 
so in this case, D~(u) and D~(-u) are not identical matrices. 
From the pattern emerging, we may notice the following facts: 
i) The spinor representations of SU(2) - or equivalently, S0(3) - are 
irreducible. 
ii) There are two types of representations: 
Type 1 obeys 
and type 2 obeys 
These are called even 
respectively. The above 
sentations corresponding 
to half-integer j are odd. 
(type 1) and odd (type 2) representations 
examples illustrate the fact that the repre-
to integer j are even and those corresponding 
Recall that each element R of S0(3) is represented by the elements u and 
-u of SU(2). 
Now for integer j, we had 
so that each element R of S0(3) is represented by a matrix Dj , regard-
less of the sign of u. Therefore the integer j (even) representations 
are single-valued for S0(3). The odd representations (half-integer j) 
are characterised by 
so that each element R of 50(3), to which correspond the elements u and 
-u of SU(2),is represented by two different matrices Dj and -Dj . 
Therefore the odd representations are double-valued for S0(3). 
(90) 
iii) The fact that there is a representation of S0(3) (SU(2)) for all 
values of j illustrates the fact (not shown rigorously) that all the 
irreducible representations of SU(2) are contained in the spinor repre-
sentations. 
t We have already constructed the tensor representations of L+ . But since 
S0(3) is a subgroup of L! , this means we have also constructed the 
tensor representations of S0(3). Now we have seen that all the ir-
reducible representations of SU(2) (and therefore S0(3) ) are spinor 
representations so we must conclude that the tensor representations 
are contained in the spinor representations. 
In fact, the tensor representations are single-valued for S0(3) - so we 
can see that the spinor representations corresponding to integer j are 
tensor representations. We now illustrate this with an example. 
Let us consider the representation o1(u) of SU(2) with the basis 
(P0,P1,P2) = P. Let us transform this basis with the matrix 
T = [ 
-1 0 
- i 0 
0 2 -l] 
with det T = -2i, det T-l = i/2 , 
to obtain the transformed basis vector 
Under a transformation 01 of SU(2), P becomes 
Correspondingly 
(w)' = {TP)' = T(P)' 
= T D1 P 
l l 
With 
we get 
2 . 
~*~] 2ab (aa*-bb*) 
-2a*b* 
a -b -b* +a* 
a* 
2 2 2 2 
[ 
2 2 2 2 
i(a -b -a* +b*) 
2(ab*+a*b) 
2 2 2 2 
i(a* +b* -a-b) 
2 2 2 2 
a +b +a* +b* 
2i(a*b-ab*) 
(91) 
(2.8.15) 
-2(ab+a*b*) ] 
-2i(ab-a*b*) 
2(aa*-bb*) 
(2.8.16) 
Because of (2.8.8), aa* + bb* = 1 , and after finite calculational 
effort we confirm that 
2 
=}; (llr.) 
. 1 
1 
showing that the "length" of the vector is invariant under the transfor-
mation (2.8.15). 
Additionally, det (T o1 T- 1) 
= det (D1) 
= 1 , (2.8.28) 
and all the matrix elements of (2.8.16) are real. 
The equations (2.8.17) and (2.8.18) show that the transformation 
(2.8.15) of the vector wi has all the properties of the well-known 
Lorentz-transformation of a vector - or, equivalently, that the trans-
formation (2.8.15) is equivalent to the vector transformation: 
(92) 
(w.)' = A.j w. 
1 1 J (2.8.19) 
We conclude that 01 is identical to the vector representation. 
Note that, since o1 is the vector representation of S0(3), it is a 
three-dimensional representation as opposed to the four-dimensional 
vector representation of S0(3,1). 
In an analogous manner, o2(u) of SU(2) can be shown to be identical to 
the tensor representation of S0(3) of rank 2, and so on. 
We sumarise the observations of this section in the following 
Table 2.2: Representations of S0{3) - SU{2): 
Dj{u) of SU{2): 
integer j 
single-valued for S0(3): 
to each R of S0(3) 
corresponds Dj(u) 
tensor representation 
Irreducible Representations of 0(3): 
Dj{u) of SU(2): 
half-integer j 
double-valued for S0(3): 
to each R of S0(3) 
correspond Dj(u),-Dj(u) 
genuine spinor representation 
The irreducible representations of 0(3) can be obtained from the ir-
reducible representations of S0(3) by incorporating the inversion 
transformation. 
Since 0(3) is the direct product of S0(3) and J =(!,Is): 
(93) 
0(3)" = S0(3) ® J , 
we can classify the irreducible representations of 0(3) by using the 
irreducible representations of'S0(3), Dj(u). 
The inversion element Is is represented by 
For integer j, since Dj(-u) = Dj(u), we get two possibilities for the 
representations D(j) of 0(3): 
(2.8.20) 
or 
(2.8.21) 
We characterise the two different representations as follows: 
If D(j)(IsR) satisfies (2.8.20), it is denoted by D(j+), and D~j)(IsR) 
satisfying (2.8.21) is denoted by D(j-). Since (2.8.20) does not reflect 
the inversion, it is not a faithful representation, whereas D(j-) ob-
viously is faithful. 
For half-integer j, for which Dj(-u) = -Dj(u), there is no way to dis-
tinguish between a representation Dj(IsR) of 0(3) and a representation 
Dj(u) of S0(3): both can have the same value. There is thus only one 
double-valued representation for half-integer j: 
(94) 
2.8(d) The Representations of SL(2,C) 
The group SL(2,C) is the group of complex unimodular matrices in 2 
dimensions: 
U= (~ ~) det u =1 , (2.8.22)(a) 
i.e. ad- be= 1 . (2.8.22)(b) 
The transformations of SL(2,C) can be written as: 
(0' = u € (2.8.23) 
or in component form 
1 1 2 (€ ) 1 a€ + b€ 
2 1 2 (€ ) 1 = c€ + d€ (2.8.24) 
The complex conjugate transformation to (2.8.24) is 
. . 
1 
* 
1 * 2 (€ )I = a € + b € 
. . . 
2 * 1 * 2 (€ ) I = c € + d € (2.8.25) 
* * * * with a d - b c = 1 0 
In matrix notation this is 
* * * (€ ) I = U (€ ) (2.8.26) 
The covariant spinors are defined as follows: 
{95) 
This is so that the form of the product of spinors is invariant under 
complex conjugation 
* * Tl € = Tl € • (2.8.27) 
In index notation, we thus have: 
ea = ua e/3 /3 
{2.8.28){a) 
ea = u*a. e/3 /3 
{ 2. 8. 28 )(b) 
Tl = (u- 1) /3 TJ a a /3 
( 2. 8. 28 ){c) 
n· = (u- 1)./3 n· a a /3 (2.8.28)(d) 
The elements of the complex 2-dimensional vector space which transform 
according to (2.8.24) are called spinors of Minkowski space (because 
SL(2,C) is homomorphic to L! ). Because the matrices u of SL(2,C) are 
not unitary, the transformations (2.8.24) and (2.8.25) are not equiv-
alent and hence constitute two different representations, acting on two 
different two-dimensional complex vector spaces (the basis vectors being 
. * 
€ and € = € respectively.). 
We can see that the group has 6 real parameters: between the 4 complex 
components of u there is only one complex equation {2.8.22){b). Because 
the group has two non-equivalent representations corresponding to € and 
* 
€ , we construct monomials of degree v+v = 2v: 
. . 
p kk I = ( € 1) V- k ( € 1) VI - k I ( € 2) k ( € 2) k I (2.8.29) 
with 0 ~ k ~ v 
and 0 ~ k1 ~ v 
(96) 
Consequently the representation space has now the dimension (v+l)(V 1 +1). 
Recall that the Casimir operators of the group L! are M2 and N2 , with 
the eigenvalues 
M2 j m jl n> = j (j+l) I j m j 1 n> 
N2 j m j I n> = jl (jl+l) j m j I n> (2.8.30) 
and 
M3 j m j I n> = m j m jl n> 
N3 j m j I n> = n I j m jl n> (2.8.31) 
This is because M,N have the Lie algebra of angular momentum operators 
and can thus be interpreted as angular momenta. 
Again (in analogy to the angular momentum J covered in section 8(c)), 
for a fixed value of j there are 2j+l allowed values of m, and for a 
fixed value of j 1 there are 2j 1 +1 allowed values of n. Consequently we 
make the identifications 
~ v = j 
~ vi = jl (2.8.32) 
and call the corresponding representations Djj 1 • Naturally, j and j 1 can 
now be integer of half-integer. 
The elements Djj 1 are called spinors of rank (2j+1)(2j 1 +1) and they are 
(2j+1)(2j 1 +1)x(2j+1)(2j 1 +1) matrices - the representation space is 
(2j+1)(2j 1 +1)-dimensional, of course. 
Let us now calculate a few examples: 
a) o0~ is based upon the elements 
Poo = ~1 
(97) 
The corresponding transformation is 
[ Poo ) , • [ D" 012 ) [Poo ) o~0 (u,u*) [ Poo ) pl 0 021 022 P1o = P1o 
In components we have 
1 1 2 
Poo I = <e )I = a€ + be = aPoo + bPlo 
2 1 2 
P1o I (€ )I c€ + d€ = cP 00 + dP 10 
Hence .J,O * oz (u,u ) = u . 
0~ 0 is thus the self-representation of SL(2,C) through the spinor €. 
b) o0 ~ is calculated similarly and one obtains 
01 * * D -z(u,u ) u 
so that 0°~ is the self-representation of SL(2,C), with the basis e*. 
H 
c) Now we consider 022 : 
Here j = j 1 ~ ~ , giving v V1 = 2 . 
We get the monomials 
. 
1 1 
Poo € € 
. 
1 2 
Pol = € € 
(98) 
with the corresponding transformation 
. 
1 2 * 1 * 2 
= (a€ + b€ ) (a € + b € ) 
* 1 1 * 1 2 * 2 1 * 2 2 
= aa € € + ab € € + ba € € + bb € e 
* * * * aa P00 + ab P01 + ba P10 + bb P11 
With similar calculations for P00 ', P01 ' ,P 10 ' ,P 11 ' we get the 
transformation 
Poo 
Pol II * oH (u,u ) 
P1o 
pll 
where 
[ 
aa* ab* 
~~ * ac* .ad* 
ozz(u,u ) = ca* cb* 
cc* cd* 
Poo 
Pol 
P1o 
pll 
ba* bb* l be* bd* 
da* db* 
de* dd* 
(2.8.33) 
The unitarity relation ad-be= 1 may be used to simplify this expression 
a little. 
In analogy to the spinor representations of S~(2) we can note some facts 
straight away: 
(99) 
i) ~he group L! is doubly connected (as 
kinds of irreducible representations: 
valued representations. 
S0(3)), so there are again two 
the double-valued and single-
ii) Again, the single-valued representations are tensor representations 
and correspond to integer angular momentum: j+j' = integer. 
The double-valued representations are genuine spinor representations and 
correspond to half-integer angular momentum: 
j+j' = half-integer. 
H * As an example, we show that D22 (u,u ) (eq.(2.8.33)) of SL(2,C) is 
equivalent to the vector representation of L! 
The representation space consists of monomials P00 , P01 ,P10 ,P11 • Again, 
we can transform the basis in representation space - we choose the 
following transformation matrix: 
1 
i 
0 
0 
-~ l 
-1 
which gives the new basis 
1 Ill = - T P 
- ' j2 
or P = j2 T- 1 Ill • 
More precisely: 
wl .!., 2 (Plo + Pol) 
Wz ~i(Pol - Plo) 
1Jr3 = .!., (Poo - pll) 2 
ll14 ~i(Poo + pll) 
(2.8.34) 
(100) 
or 
Poo llt3 + illt4 
Pol lltl - illt2 
P1o 
= lltl illt2 
(2.8.35) 
pll -llt3 - illt4 
11 
In the new basis, the transformation D~~ of SL(2,C) is written: 
(lll)' = l T P' 
/2 
1 H * 
= = T D22 (u,u ) P 
j2 
1 ~~ * - 1 
= = T D22 (u,u ) P j2 T- lit 
j2 
We get 
11 * 1 2 T D~~(u,u ) T- = 
(ad+cb+bc+da) i(-ad-cb+bc+da) 
i(ad+bc-cE-da) (ad-cE-bc+da) 
(aE-cd+ba-dc) i(cd+ba-aE-dc) 
i(ab+cd+ba+dc) (ab+cd-ba+dc) 
* (where a means a etc.). 
One can then confirm the following 
a) 
2 2 
~(lit.') = ~ (lit.) 
• 1 . 1 
1 1 
(2.8.36) 
(ac+ca-bd-db) -i(ac+ca+bd+db) 
i(ac+dE-ca-bd) (ac+bd-ca-dE) 
(aa-cc-bb+dd) i(cc+dd-aa-bE) 
i(aa+cc-bE-dd) (aa+bb+cc+dd) 
{2.8.37) 
(101) 
= 1 
* 
= det(u) det(u ) (2.8.38) 
c) 
d) II 1 2 2 2 2 (T D~~ T- )44 = 1/2 ( lal + lol + lei + ldl ) 
2 2 
Then suppose lbl + lei < x 
=> - ~ < Re(bc) < ~ 
2 2 
Hence lal + ldl < X - 2 -X 
=> -
2
-x < Re(ad) 2-x <-
2 2 
=> Re(ad-bc) < 1 X X 
- 2 - 2 
= 1 . 
But we know from the unimodularity of u,u* that 
ad - be = 1 , 
which contradicts the above result. Consequently we must have that 
I 2 I 2 I 2 2 al + bl + cl + ldl ~ 2 
-ia./2 
e) For example, u = e 1 
, q.e.d) 
(102) 
imp 1 i es D 2 2 -u [ 2a i o ] 
- 0 2ai 
Thus we see that under the transformation (2.8.36), the quantities w~ 
transform as four-vectors under proper Lorentz transformations, w4 being 
the time-component of the vector. The components of the vector w~ in 
terms of its spinor components are given by eq.(2.8.35). 
Example: 
Consider the particular Lorentz transformation 
X I 0 = Xo 
xll x1 cosO + x2 sinO 
X I 2 = -xl sinO + x2 cosO 
X I 3 = x3 
/ 
We use the correspondence 
Xo = w4 
xl = wl 
x2 = w2 
x3 = w3 
and use (2.8.35) to get the transformed components 
Poo I = x3 I ixo I x3 - ix0 Poo 
Pol I = xl I - ix2 I = (Xl( - ix2) eiO eiOp 01 
Plo I = xl I + ixz I (xl + ix2) - i 0 -iO = e = e P1 o 
(103) 
"p I I _ l'X I 
. 11 = -x3 o 
Comparison with (2.8.33) yields 
* aa = 1 
* dd = 1 , 
all other components being zero. This is satisfied by 
a = ± ei0/2 
d = ± e-i0/2 
b,c = 0 . 
Consequently 
U = [ eo i 8/2 . o ] ~o * e-i0/2 • D (u,u ) (2.8.39) 
and 
(2.8.40) 
Note that, if we substitute 8 = 2n in (2.8.40), the spinor transforma-
tion reads 
(f)' 
. . 
and (0 I = - e 
0 
-in 
e 
] { ~ -{ 
(104) 
i.e: spinors change sign under a rotation of 2n . This demonstrates 
again the fact that the spinor representation is double-valued for L! 
and hence also for S0(3): The values 0 and 0 +2n correspond to dif-
ferent basis vectors e, but to the same rotation. 
H * If we look at the representation D22 (u,u )of SL(2,C), eq.(2.8.33), we 
notice that it can be written as follows: 
[ aa* ab* ba* bb* l I I ac* ad* be* bd* DH(u,u*) = ca* cb* da* db* 
cc* cd* de* dd* 
=(~~)® ( a* b* ) c* d* (2.8.41) 
as the direct product of two matrices is defined exactly in this way. 
Consequently we can write: 
However, the matrices Dj(u), oj' (u*) are not identical to the matrices 
Dj(u) of SU(2) since u of SU(2) is unimodular and unitary, whereas u of· 
SL(2,C) is only unimodular. However, if we restrict ourselves to the 
subgroup of rotations, u of SU(2) and u of SL(2,C) are identical and for 
spatial rotations we can write 
where Dj is now the representation of the three-dimensional rotation 
group. 
The index j gives the spin of the particular representation Dj . Because 
to each Dj there corresponds a different value of the spin, the repre-
sentation Djj' of L! does not possess a unique spin representation, but 
is built up from different spin representations Dj ,oj'. Generally one 
can thus write 
( 105) 
.. Dj j I = Dj ® Dj I (2.8.42). 
= oj+jl e oj+j~- 1 e ... e olj-jll (2.8.43) 
For example, 
I 
= o-z 
Finally, we can obtain higher irreducible representations by direct 
product decomposition as follows: 
(2.8.44) 
To recapitulate: 
The homogeneous Lorentz group is characterised by matrices A~v' to which 
correspond the matrices A of SL(2,C) via the homomorphism L! -SL(2,C). 
The correspondence is given by eq.{2.4.4): 
It can be seen from the form of the equation that the four matrices A , 
* * ~ 
-A, A , -A all correspond to the same matrix A v· We remember that the 
group L! is doubly connected so that both matrices A, -A of SL{2,C) 
correspond to the same element of L! . Therefore it is clear that the 
* two types of matrices A, A correspond to two different non-equivalent 
representations of L! . It is also evident that the matrices A, A* are 
* * identical to the matrices u, u of SL(2,C), so that A,A correspond to 
10 * 01 * the representations 0 2 {u,u) and D 2 (u,u) of SL(2,C). 
Recall from section 2.4 that a 2x2 matrix A of SL{2,C) can in general be 
written 
(106) 
-+ -+ -+ -+ 
A = e~i (i~ a•V - 0 a•n) (2.8.45) 
On the other hand, we recall from section 2.3 (eq. (2.3.14)) that a 
general matrix A~v of L! can be written as 
(2.8:46) 
-+ I .-+ f h This shows that ~a ,-7z1a provide a 2x2 representation or t e gener-
ators L , K of L! 
J. -~a. 1 1 
K. - -~ a. 1 1 
Recall from (2.3.18): 
M. = ~ (J. + iK.) 1 1 1 
N. = ~ (J. - iK.) 1 1 1 
so the representation (2.8.47) becomes 
M. - ~ a. 1 1 
N. - 0 1 
(2.8.47) 
(2.8.48) 
We have labelled the representations by the eigenvalues of the Casimir 
2 2 
operators M , N and their z-components M3 ,N 3 • From (2.8.48) we see 
that the j-values corresponding to Mi,Ni are 1/2 and 0 respectively-
.!.:0 * hence the representation given by (2.8.45) is equivalent to 0 2 (u,u ): 
I • -+ (-;t • "1) I Q * A = e-?zl a· ~ - 1 ~ = D?z (u,u ) (2.8.49) 
The complex conjugate of (2.8.45) is 
(107) 
-+* ~ -+* 8 * -.!d (- ia • - a • ) A = e 2 
~ -+* 8 -+* 
-!, 
·a + %i ·a 
= e 2 
This gives the representation 
* J, -+ -~ a. 1 1 
* K. --+ -~ a. 1 1 
However, we can make the unitary transformation 
with S = a2 • 
* Because a2 ai a2 = -a. ~ we get the equivalent representation 1 
* -!,i c;. (0 + i'1) A = e 2 cp 
and hence 
J. 
l -~ a. l 
K. --+ !, i a. l 2 l 
which corresponds to 
M. 
l 
--+0 
N. 
l 
--+ !, 2 a. 1 ' 
(2.8.50) 
(2.8.51} 
(2.8.52) 
{108} 
so that 
Naturally, 
the representation 
the bases for the 
(2.8.52) is identical. to o0%(u,u*). 
~0 0~ 
representations 0 2 and:D 2 are the 
* spinors e and e as seen before. 
Similarly, the 
according to 
H 
representation ozz has the basis eet which transforms 
(2.8.53) 
This has the same form as eq.(2.4.3) which represents the transformation 
of the four-vector X~ written as a 2x2 matrix X - therefore eet can be 
II 
used as the basis of the four-dimensional representation o?z?z. 
Note: here e~t must 
eet = e ® et 
[ 11* e e. 
2 1* 
e e 
= 
[ Poo 
P1o 
[ 
0 3 
X +X 
= 1 2 
x +ix 
be read as a direct product of e, et 
"*] e e 2 2* 
e e 
Pol l pll 
1 2] x -ix 
0 3 
X -X 
. . 
( e'e: ") = e e 2 1 2 2 
e e e e 
= X = }; a~x~ 
~ 
and we can again easily verify that 
i.e. det(X') = detX 
implies 
(109) 
det(X') 
= det X 
We see this is true because 
* * * * * * * * 
- (ac P00 +ad P01 +bc P10+bd P11 ) x (ca P00 +cb P01 +da P10 +db P11 ) 
* * * * 
= ( a d (ad - be) - b ~ (ad - be) }P00 P11 
* * * * + ( a d (be - ad) - b c (be - ad) }P01 P10 
2.8(e) Representations of the Extended Lorentz Group L: 
We recall the definition of covariant spinors 
TJ' TJ A -1 
i.e. (TJ )' a TJ (A-1)/J fJ a (2.8.54) 
* * A*-1 and ( TJ ) ' = TJ 
(110) 
i.e. (2.8.55) 
as opposed to contravariant spinors 
€' = A € => (€a)' = Aa/3 €/3 (2.8.56) 
. 
(€*)' =A* € => (€a)' = A*a~ €/3 (2.8.5]) 
Now one can see that there exists a matrix C which relates A and (A-l)T 
as follows: 
or equivalently 
C =AT C A 
The transpose of (2.8.54) is 
(~T)' = (A-l)T ~T = C A c-1 ~T 
=> (C-l~T)' =A (C-1 ~T) 
Since this is the same as eq.(2.8.56), 
(€)' =A € , 
we conclude that c-l ~T transforms as €; we can write 
hence A and AT-I are equivalent. 
(2.8.58) 
(2.8.59) 
( 111) 
The matrix C is found to be 
and (2.8.59) shows that C transforms contravariant and covariant spinors 
into each other. 
We find similarly under a Lorentz transformation 
nT* ~ (A*-1)T n*T 
= c A* c 1 n*1 
so that 
* t-1 and hence A and A are equivalent. 
We notice that explicitlty, 
-1 * T C = -C = C = C 
(2.8.60) 
(2.8.61) 
Recall that the elements of the extended Lorentz group L can be con-
structed by adding to the restricted Lorentz group L! the inversion 
elements Is' It, Ist· So to obtain IR's for L, we investigate the be-
* * ,kO O,k havior of the bases €, € , n, n of the two-dimensional IR's oz and D z 
of Lt under these discrete transformations. 
+ 
We note that the matrix X (2.4.1) transforms under the inversions as 
follows: 
I 
X ~ X' [ 
X o +X 3 
= 1 2 
-x -ix 
1 2] -x +ix 
0 3 
X +X 
I - [-/+/ X -L X' 
- 1 2 
x +ix 
* -1 
= -C X C 
1 2] x -ix 
0 3 
-X -X 
( 112) 
(2.8.62)(a) 
(2.8.62)(b) 
I X~ X' -X (2.8.62)(c) 
From this we can choose the new bases for L, neglecting phase 
amg i g u it i e s : 
(2.8.63) 
t Is 
T} - i€ 
This we see as follows: €€t behaves as X under transformations of 
SL(2,C), so under Is we have 
I 
x ~ X' = c x* c- 1 
but since TJT = C € , we can substitute for € in (2.8.64): 
X' = C (C- 1 TJT TJ* C)* c~ 1 
= c c- 1 TJt TJ c c- 1 
= T}t T} • 
Now if we let 
(2.8.64) 
then 
X'= (i€)(i€)t 
= eet , 
(113) 
so that the transformed X can again be represented by the (transformed) 
basis €€t This confirms the choice (2.8.63) for the basis €. 
Similarly, if we use the basis n1n*, we get under an SL(2,C) 
transformation: 
Let 
then 
I 
x ~ X' = c x* c- 1 
= c <n1n*) c 1 
= c ntn c- 1 
= e*e1 . 
as before, so we have confirmed (2.8.63) for the basis nt. 
Similarly, under the inversion It and Ist' we choose 
and 
i€ I 
t Ist t 1] ---to - i 1] 
( 114) 
(2.8.65) 
(2.8.66) 
As a special case, the IR's of the orthochronous Lorentz group Lt (which 
consists of 0(3) plus Is ) can be classified as follows (denote an IR of 
Lt by 
+ 
(jl'j2) 
;i:J ): 
a) If j 1+j 2 = integer and j 1 t j 2, then each IR of Lt contains two IR's 
of Lt as follows: 
+ 
(j-) 
e D ) 
The reason for this decomposition is the following: Under space_ inver-
sion, the generators J. and K. transform as 
1 1 
I L. Is L. s 1 1 
I K. Is -K. s 1 1 
which is clear from the operator form of the generators, 
so that under space inversion 
( 115) 
I M. I = N. 
s 1 s 1 
I N. I = M. 
s 1 s 1 
Hence the IR of Lt contains 
tion into D(j+) and D(j-) 
0(3) in section 2.8(c). 
jlj2 j2jl t 
both D and D of L . The decomposi-
follows from our discussion of the IR's of 
b) If j 1+j 2 = half-integer and j 1 * j 2, the IR's of Lt contain two IR's 
of Lt as follows: 
+ 
jl+j2 (j) 
2 }; ( D 
j=ljl-j21 
Since we have now a genuine spinor representation there is no decomposi-
tion of the IR's into D(j+) and D(j-) of the restricted Lorentz group as 
in the case of the tensor representation (a) above. 
2.9 Relation to Dirac Spinors 
Remember that the spinors ~ form the bases to the spinor representations 
of SL(2,C). In particular 
e =A~ (2.9.1) 
Now the covariant spinor n is given by 
(2.9.2) 
From (2.9.1), 
.. (C ~)I = c A ~ 
= c A c 1c ~ 
= C A C 1 TJT 
and, using (2.8.58),this becomes 
or , from (2.9.2), 
(,T)' T-1 T 'I = A 11 
(116) 
(2.9.3) 
Hence the contravariant and the covariant spinors are equivalent, i.e. 
they correspond to equivalent representations: 
T-1 0~ so that both A and A correspond to the representation D z of 
SL(2,C). 
* 10 The complex conjugate A corresponds to the representation 0 2 of 
SL(2,C), as we have seen. We have 
and 
* * * (~ )' =A ~ 
(C ~)*' = C A* c- 1 C ~* 
= (AT-1)* (TJT)* 
= At-1 11t 
(117} 
* t I 0 
so . that the sptnors e ' n form the bases for the representation 01 
of SL{2,C), which is given by A* and At- 1. 
Consider now the Dirac equation: 
(i1~ a~ - m) w = o 
This we require to be Lorentz covariant: 
(i1~ a~' - m) w' = o , 
where w' = S w for some operator S, 
and 
From (2.9.5) we get 
or 
s-1 (i1~-' A~ L - m) s 1JI = o 
v axv 
(2.9.4} 
(2.9.5} 
Now S can be shown (see for example [2], p199ff) to be of the form 
i ~v 4 a w~v 
S = e (2.9.6) 
where.af.L11 = ~ [-yf.L,-lJ 
and 
0 
-¢1 -¢2 -¢3 
¢1 0 -03 02 
w = 
J.Lll ¢2 03 0 -01 
¢3 -02 81 0 
The inverse of S is 
and 
_i af.LIIw 
e 4 J.Lll 
1 2 1 3 2 3 
-['}' ,-y ] 83 + [1' ,'}' ] 82 - [1' ,-y ] 81 
3 
}; 
i=l 
3 
- i }; 
i=l 
(ll8) 
Here we have used the chiral representation of the Dirac algebra (see 
section 1.2(ii)). 
Hence we can write S as follows: 
s 
[ 
-!d e 2 
0 -!d e. 2 
(2.9.7} 
(119) 
But ~rom section (2.4) we recall that the general form of A is 
so that we have just shown that 
(2.9.8) 
Consequently the Dirac spinor ~ has the form 
~ = [ ~t l (2.9.9) 
Then it transforms under L1 according to: 
+ 
(~)' s ~ = [ 
.Ao 
as required. 
We notice that the form (2.9.9) of the Dirac spinor reflects the fact 
that the Dirac equation describes massive spin ~ particles: The ap-
propriate representation of L1 in this case is 
(2.9.10) 
1,Q 
and the Dirac spinor is actually the direct sum of the bases of D2 and 
Do~: 
e 
e 
0 
0 
1 
2 
(120) 
(2.9.11) 
We have here worked in the chiral representation because we can then 
write the Dirac spinor as follows: 
(2.9.12) 
and the Dirac equation 
(1~ p~ - m) w(p) = o 
becomes 
[ 
-m 
-+ -+ Po+a•p 
-+ -+ l Po-a•p 
-m 
= 0 (2.9.13) 
For massless states we get the Weyl equations 
(2.9.14) 
or, since Po = liJI , 
(121) 
(2.9.15) 
Here ~R and ~L represent the right-handed and left-handed massless 
particles respectively; this means that in this form of the Dirac equa-
tion no mixing of rigt-handed and left-handed components occurs. 
We see from (2.9.15) that the Weyl spinors are eigenstates of the 
hel icity a.p 
In the standard representation, we have 
and we find that S 1 
/2 [ ~ -~ l 
Then the Dirac spinor in the standard representation, wSR' can be 
recovered from the spinor w in the chiral representation: 
wSR = S w = S 1 = 12 
(2.9.16) 
2.10 Representations of the Poincar~ Group 
. A five-dimensional matrix representation of the Poincare group has been 
given in section (2.6) where the Poincare transformation (a,A) has been· 
given as a five-dimensional matrix 
(a,A) = ( ~ ~ ) 
The generators are then written in the form 
(122) 
K. 
1(5) -
[ K. 01(4) 
[ L. 
L. 
-
01(4) 
1(5) 
where K. , L. is the usual form of the generators in 4 dimensions. 
1(5) 1(5) 
This representation is not unitary since the generators P~ and K~ are 
not Hermitean. In fact, since the group P is non-compact, there do not 
exist finite-dimensional unitary representations. For physical applica-
tions, we are interested in the (infinite-dimesional) unitary 
representations whose bases are the state vectors in Hilbert space. 
These representations then represent a symmetry operation on a physical 
state tlr, tir - tlr', in the form of a unitary or anti unitary operator 
acting on the state vector tlr: 
I w' > = u 1 w > 
We denote a Poincare transformation (a,A) by an operator U(a,A). 
The group multiplication is written as 
{2.10.1) 
(2.10.2) 
where the sign ambiguity follows from the fact that P! is doubly 
connected. 
The representations of P! are unitary since the transformations are 
connected to the identity, i.e. they can be obtained from the identity 
by continuous deformation. 
The Casimir operators of the group P are 
and 
p2 = p p~ 
J.L 
2 
w 
(123) 
To obtain the unitary irreducible representations of P! , we look for 
the subspaces of the Hilbert space which are invariant under transfroma-
tions of P!. 
2 Since P is an invariant under the transformations of the restricted 
Poincare group, the subspaces I p,a > (with the quantum numbers a so far 
unspecified) corresponding to eigenvalues p~ of P~ with a fixed value of 
2 p are invariant: 
Consider a state I p > with 
(2.10.3) 
Now we operate on p> with a Lorentz tansformation: 
U(a,A) I p > = I Ap > (2.10.4) 
Now P~l Ap > (Ap~)l p >, 
but 
(Ap) 2 = (Ap)~ (Ap)~ 
remains invariant. This means that in fig.1, the point representing a 
certain value of p moves on the same branch of the hyperboloid under 
transformations of Pt 
+ 
2 2 Fig 1: Hyperboloid of p = m in four-momentum space. 
Po Po=\P\ 
(124) 
Furthermore, since 
. Wa pT 1 £ f.J.Var 
and 
2 
we can determine the eigenvalue of W and one of its components, say W3, 
simultaneously. 
Recall from (2.6.4) the form of W~ 
In the rest frame of a particle, this becomes: 
2 2 -;t2 
i.e. W -m u 
We see that this corresponds to the spin of the particle. In the rest 
frame, we get the eigenvalues 
w3 I p=(m,O),j3 > = m j3 I p=(m,O),j3 > 
2 2 W I p=(m,O),j 3 > = -m j(j+1) I p=(m,O),j 3 > (2.10.5) 
2 2 
In summary: the Casimir operators J , W of the group are associated 
2 2 
with the invariants m (mass ) and spin. The z-component of the 
covariant spin, W3 , however, is dependent on the frame of reference. 
The following cases occur: 
(125) 
2 2 
1) p = m > 0: 
Because A0 0 ~ 0 for P! , the sign of the energy, 
Po 
lPoT ' 
is also invariant under the transformations of P! . Therefore to each 
value of p there correspond two IR's, one for a positive and one for a 
Po 
negative value of~ . 
I Po I 
The subgroup of P! that leaves a particular {p~} (for which p2 = m2 > 0) 
invariant (the little group of {p~}) obviously has the same structure 
for all momenta in {p~}. We choose a particular p~, the particle rest-
frame: 
k~ = (m,O,O,O) (2.10.6) 
It is clear that the little group in this case is the rotation group 
S0(3) or SU(2), since this has no effect on k~. 
Now consider an arbitrary timelike state p~. We can obtain this from the 
rest frame: 
where L~v denotes a Lorentz transformation, 
or 
I p,a > = U(L(p)) I k,a > . (2.10.7) 
An arbitrary Lorentz transformation transforms,this state into 
U(A) I p,a > = U(A) U(L(p)) I k,a > 
(126) 
Now 
= U(L(Ap)) u- 1(L(Ap)) U(A) U(L(p)) I k,a > 
= U(L(p)) U(L- 1(Ap) A L(p)) I k,a > 
L(p) I k,a > = I p,a > 
A L(p) I k,a > = I A p,a > 
L -1 ( Ap) A L ( p) I k, a > = I k, a > 
so that L- 1(Ap) A L(p) is a rotation. 
Hence we can write the representation of U(A) as follows: 
U(A) I p,a > = U(L(Ap)) ~ Dj a' (R) I k,a' > 
a' a 
= ~ D~a'(R) I Ap,a' >. 
a' 
2) p2 = o. p~ t 0: 
(2.10.8) 
In this case, because m2 = 0, we have w2 = 0 as well. Since P P~ = W W~= ~ ~ 
0, i.e. 
= 0 ' 
we conclude that W~, P~ are parallel: 
w~ = .A P~ , 
where ). can be calculated as: 
(127) 
W0 P.J 
A=-=-
Po liJI ' 
i.e. A is the projection of the spin onto the direction of motion. It is 
called the helicity. . 
The two IR's can be characterised by the eigenvalues corresponding to p 
and A: the basis vectors are labelled I p,A >. For a fixed value of p, 
there are in general two values of A: ±A, so that for each of the two 
values ±A there exists an independent IR. 
3) ptL = 0: 
This case is identical to the homogeneous Lorentz group which has al-
ready been dicussed. 
2 
4) p < 0: 
This is an unphysical situation since p~' is spacelike (imaginary). 
However, it could correspond to virtual particles which often have 
spacelike momenta. 
Generally, we can write the IR's of Pt 
+ 
U(a,A) 
I' i J£11 
-i a P -2 W1111 M 
=e ~'e t" 
as: 
because in Hilbert space, the infinitesimal generators pi' , MJ£11 are 
represented by Hermitean operators. 
This method of obtaining the irreducible representations of the Poincare 
group is called the Wigner method of induced representations. This is 
because to arrive at the representation, one selects a fixed value of 
the momentum, finds a subgroup (the little group) which leaves this 
momentum intact and obtains a representation of this subgroup. This 
representation is then boosted to the required momentum. The prodedure 
is valid for any value of the starting momentum- this makes sense since 
surely the properties of a particle should not depend on the frame of 
reference in which we make our observations. 
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3. SUPERSYMMETRY 
3.1 The SupersymmetrY Algebra 
With the growing interest among physicists in the internal symmetries 
such as SU(3) etc., in the 1960's, much effort was devoted to the at-
tempt to find a symmetry which would combine space-time symmetries (the 
Poincare Group) with internal symmetries in a non-trivial way. Initial 
attempts all concerned symmetries (of the S-matrix, other symmetries do 
exist) in the framework of Lie Algebras. The most important result here 
is the famous no-go-theorem by Coleman and Mandula[ 1]: 
It states that any Lie group which contains the Poincare group P 
[PJL,PV] = 0 (3.1.l)(a) 
[PJL,Mpa] = -i (gJLppa - gJLaPp) (3.1.l)(b) 
[MJLV'Mpa] = -i (gJLpMva + gvaMJLP - gJLaMvp - gvpMJLa) (3.1.l)(c) 
and an internal symmetry group G 
(3.1.2) 
must be a direct product of P and G, i.e. 
(3.1.3) 
Additionally, th~ theorem states that the internal symmetry group must 
be a direct product of a compact semisimple group and U(l) groups. 
In effect, this means that any group that contains the Poincare group 
and internal symmetry groups in a non-trivial fashion would lead to 
trivial physics - it is like solving a system of three equations in two 
unknowns. 
One important consequence of (3.1.3) is O'Raifeartaigh's theorem[ 2]: 
Since the generators of the Poincare group commute with the generators 
of the internal symmetry group, so do the Casimir operators of the 
Poincare group: 
(130) 
or, in other words, the multiplets of the internal symmetry group must 
have the same mass and the same spin (or- helicity if they are massless). 
We see thus that, to obtain a symmetry that combines space-time and 
internal symmetries non-trivially, one has to generalise the concept of 
a Lie group. This was achieved by Haag, Lopuszanski and Sohnius[J] by 
allowing in addition to bosonic (commuting) generators, fermionic 
(anticommuting) generators as well. The Lie Algebra then has a graded 
structure: If Br denotes bosonic (even) and Fs fermionic (odd) gener-
ators, we get: 
[B.,B.] 
1 J 
k i c .. Bk 
. 1J 
f3 s . F/3 (}1 
k 
-i c .. Bk Jl 
The corresponding Jacobi identities are: 
[[Bi,Bj],Bk] + [[Bk,Bi],Bj] + [[Bj,Bk],Bi] = 0 
[[Fa,Bi],Bj] + [[Bj,Fa],Bi] + [[Bi,Bj]'Fa] = 0 
[{Fa,Ff3},Bi] + {[Bi,Fa],F/3} - {[Ff3,Bi],Fa} = 0 
[{Fa,Ff3},F1] + [{F1 ,Fa}'F/3] + [{F13 ,F1},Fa] = 0 
(3.1.4) 
(3.1.5)(a) 
(3.1.5)(b) 
(3.1.5)(c) 
(3.1.5)(d) 
The additional minus-sign in (3.1.5)(c) arises from the interchange of 
fermionic operators. 
We call the fermionic generators Qai , where a = 1,2 is the spinor index 
(in anticipation of the fact that these operators have spinor form) and 
i = l, ... ,N accounts for the possibility that there are uptoN dif-
ferent generators of supersymmetry. 
Let us look at the identity (3.1.5)(b): 
and so 
(131) 
[(s~v)afiQBi ,Mpa] - [(spa)afiQfii ,M~v] 
- i[gpuMvp + gvpMpo- g~pMva- gvaM~p,Qai] = 0 
Hence 
[(s~v),(spa)]a1= i(gpo(svp)a1+ gvp<s~a)a1- g~P(sva)a1 - gva<s~p)a 1 ) 
(3.1.7) 
This has the same form as eq. (3.1.1)(c), from which we conclude that 
the (sij)afi form a representation of the Lorentz group, or, put dif-
ferently, the Qai carry a representation of the Lorentz group through 
the Jacobi identity (3.1.7). We select Qai and iji~ to be in the lowest 
representations of the Lorentz group, namely in the (~,0) and (0,~) 
representations respectively: 
(3.1.8) 
(see the Appendix for the definitions of a~v and a~v· ). 
-i. We now recognise the spinor structure of the Qai , Q fi - they carry the 
spinor representation of the Lorentz group. 
We have chosen iji. such that 
a 
(3.1.9) 
This we can do since (Qai)t and iji~ are both in the (0,~) repre-
sentation, so we can always redefine iji~ so as to fulfill (3.1.9). 
The anticommutator (Q,Q} must be in the (~,~) representation of the 
Lorentz group if the Qai , iji~ are as defined above. The only object in 
(132) 
the bosonic sector which is in the (~,~) representation, is P~ , so that 
{Q,ij} must be proportional to P~: 
(3.1.10) 
This can be seen as follows: 
We consider eq. (3.1.5)(c): 
This yields, using (3.1.10) and the Poincare algebra, 
where (a~)ap are unknown structure constants which we want to determine. 
We get 
of which the only solution for a~ is 
a~ = (1,a) =a ~ 
(3.1.11) 
(3.1.12) 
with the Pauli matrices as defined in Appendix A. This explains the form 
of the structure constants (a~)ap in (3.1.10). 
Since the left-hand side of eq. (3.1.10) is Hermitean, and a~ is also 
Hermitean, it follows that any factor matrix multiplying the structure 
constants is also Hermitean. Therefore the Q~i' ijjp can always be 
redefined to absorb such a factor, so that we remain with the factor 
oij" The factor 2 is a convenient normalisation constant. This concludes 
the proof of the commutation relation (3.1.10). 
(133) 
We now iRvestigate the commutator [Qai'P~] . Since Qai is in the (~,0) 
and P~ in the (~,~) representation, the commutator can be a combination 
of the (0,%) and (3/2,~) representations - however, since there is no 
generator in the latter representation, the most general form is: 
and 
. 
=c . . (a )"'13·qf3j lJ ~ ... 
* af3 (c .. ) (a) Q13 • lJ ~ J 
so that the identity (3.1.5)(b) with Qai' P~, Pv becomes: 
or 
(3.1.13) 
Now the second term in this equation does not equal zero - hence we must 
have c .. = 0 and consequently: lJ 
0 (3.1.14) 
Finally, the supersymmetry generators can carry some representation of 
the (bosonic) internal symmetry group: 
(3.1.15) 
with (br) (br)t since the internal symmetry group is compact, and so 
(3.1.16) 
(134) 
Here the commutator only acts on the indices i = 1,.~.,N of Qai . This 
reflects the fact that the space-time part of the symmetry commutes with 
any internal symmetry parts, as required by the Coleman-Mandula theorem. 
If N = 1, we call Br = R and so 
[Q,R] = Q 
[Q,R] = -Q (3.1.17) 
Now we consider the anticommutator {Q,Q}. The space-time part of this 
must be a sum of (0,0) (trivial) and (1,0) representations of the 
Lorentz group. However, {Q,Q} commutes with P (the (~,~) representation) 
and can thus not contain any term of the (1,0) representation because 
this would not commute with a (~,~) term. We are thus left with the 
internal symmetry part of {Q,Q}: 
{Q .,Q13 .) = 2 E: 13z .. a1 J a 1J 
(3.1.18) 
The E:a/3 accounts for the interchange of the fermionic generators, while 
the Zij is a sum of the internal symmetry generators: 
r z .. = a .. B 1J 1J r 
(3.1.19) 
The z .. span an invariant subalgebra of the internal symmetry algebra: 
1J 
and 
[Zij'Br] = ~ E:a/3[{Qai'Qf3j}' 8r] 
= ~ r.a/3( {Qai' [Qf3j ' 8rD + {Qf3j' [Qai ' 8r]} ) 
k k 
= E:a/3( (br)j E:af3Zik + £f3a (br) izjk) 
k k 
= ( b ) . z. k + ( b ) . zk. r J 1 r 1 J (3.1.20) 
(since (3.1.18) implies 
that Z .. = -Z .. ) 1J J 1 
[Zij , zkl l 
Now, because Zij r = a .. B lJ r 
[-Qk.:, , z .. ] = r [-Qk. 8 ] -a .. r-Ql. (b ) k 
... lJ aij a ' r = lJ a r 1 
= ~ £a~(Qk~' {Qai'Q~j} ] 
(135) 
(3.1.21) 
= ~ -k. -k £a~( [{Q a'Qai} ' Q~j] + [{Q ~,Q~j} ' Qai ] ) 
= 0 
and so 
r k a .. (b ) 1 = 0 lJ r 
Hence from (3.1.21), 
and [Q,Z .. ] = 0 lJ 
(3.1.22) 
(since (b ) .i is Hermitean) 
r J 
Hence the invariant algebra is Abelian. This means it contains all the 
generators Zij , since the Coleman-Mandula theorem restricts the inter-
nal group to be a direct product of a semisimple group and Abelian 
factors. We conclude that the Zij , which are referred to as central 
charges, commute with all other generators. 
From eq. (3.1.18), we see that, because £a~ is antisymmetric and the 
r r 
anticommutator is symmetric, that Zij = -Zji and thus aij = -aji . If 
N = 1, central charges are thus excluded. 
We have written the algebra in two-component notation. However, it is 
· sometimes convenient to write it in the ordinary four-component nota-
tion, which we will add for completeness: 
(136) 
We can define the supersymmetry generators to be Majorana 
spinors[4],[S]: 
(3.1.23) 
This is possible because we can always redefine the Qai to fulfill the 
above relation. The conjugate spinor becomes 
Q. 
1 
(3.1.24) 
With 
[ 
af.L" 0 l 
0 (Jf.L" 
and 
J.L II i J.L V a = 2 ['Y ,-y ] 
we get the four-component form of the superalgebra 
(Q.,Q.} = 2 (cS •• -yf.Lp + ilm z .. + i-y5Re z .. ) 1 J lJ J.L lJ lJ (3.1.25) 
This is easily seen because 
(137) 
{Q.,Q.} 
1 J 
We can thus summarise the algebra as follows: 
Table 3.1: Summary of the Supersymmetry Algebra 
2-Component notation 4-Component notation 
a) [PJL, P11 ] = 0 
b) [PJL,Mpa] = -i (gJLppa - gJLaPp) 
c) [MJLV'Mpa] = -i (gJLpMva + gvaMJLP - gJLaMVP - gvpMJLa) 
e) [Br,P~] = 0 
f) [Br,MJL11 ] = 0 
g) [Zij' all generators] = 0 
2-Component notation 
h) {Qai'Qjfl} = 26ij(a~)aflp~ 
i) {Q .,Q13 .} = 2£ 13z .. a1 J a 1 J 
r 
= 2 £ 
13
a . . B 
a 1J r 
= -2 £·
13
·(z . . ) 
a 1J 
n) [Qai' 8r] = (br)ijQaj 
o) [Qi. B] = -Qj.(b) .i 
a' r a r J 
. p) [Q, R] = Q 
q) [Q,R] = -Q 
* 
4-Component notation 
r) {Q.,Q.} = 2 (6 .. -y~P + 
1 J 1J ~ 
+ i Im Z .. 1J 
u) [Q,R] = i-y 5Q 
(138) 
(3.1.26) 
(139) 
3.2 Consequences of the SupersymmetrY Algebra 
1) Eq. (3.1.26)(k) shows that the supersymmetry generator commutes with 
the Hamiltonian, P0 • This means that states of non-zero energy are 
paired by the action of Q. 
2) Eq. (3.1.26)(h) tells us that 
. 
because (a 0 )aB(av)aB = 2g 0 v 0 26 v 
(3.2.1) 
This means that H ~ 0, so that the vacuum energy is well defined. If 
supersymmetry is not broken, we have for the vacuum state 
and thus 
(3.2.2) 
and hence the vacuum energy is always zero! 
3) Since the supersymmetry generators sit in the spin-~ representation 
of the Lorentz algebra (i.e. they are fermionic), their action on any 
state of spin j will produce states of spin j+~, j-~ - so the supersym-
metry generator mixes particles with different spin - it produces a 
symmetry between fermions and bosons, particles that obey different 
statistics. We thus see that the introduction to the algebra of anticom-
mutators lifts some of the restrictions imposed by the Coleman-Mandula 
theorem. 
4) There are an equal number of bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom 
in any representation of the supersymmetry algebra: 
Let us divide the supersymmetry representation into a bosonic (B) and a 
fermionic (F) set. If we now operate on 8 with Qa' we map 8 onto a 
\ 
(140) 
subset F 1 of F. Subsequent operation of Qa on F 1 will map F 1 onto some 
subset B1 of B. If the operator P~ is one-to-one and onto (which is 
usually the case), then, becaue of the algebra, so is {Qa,QB}' so that 
after two applications of the supersymmetry operation, we must be back 
at the original set B. This means that B and F must have the same dimen-
sions - or, there are as many fermionic degrees of freedom as there are 
bosonic. Note that this applies to representations in which P~ is a one-
to-one, onto operator only. 
Another way to realise the "fermions = bosons" rule is to observe that 
eq. (3.1.26)(k) implies that [Q,H] = [Q,P 0 ] = 0 and therefore states of 
nonzero energy are paired by the action of Q. Since Q is fermionic and 
carries spin ~' this results in the pairs containing an equal number of 
fermionic and bosonic states. 
5) The 0 1 Raifeartaigh theorem still holds: 
2 [Q,P ] = 0 
since [Q,P] = 0 
Supermultiplets are thus degenerate in mass. 
2 2 2 2 6) In the rest frame, W -m L and thus W contains the Lorentz gener-
ators M~v with which the supersymmetry generators do not commute, thus 
3.2.3) 
Therefore, th~ supersymmetry multiplets contain differnt spins but are 
always degenerate in mass. Since we do not observe anything like this in 
nature, we conclude that supersymmetry must be at least broken badly. 
7) From (3.2.2), we know that the vacuum energy of a supersymmetric 
theory is well defined and equal to zero identically. This means that 
the supersymmetric vacuum state is always at the absolute minimum of the 
potential. Consider the following cases:[ 9] 
(141) 
Fig. 2.1: Potential V($) with unbroken supersymmetry and unbroken gauge 
symmetry 
v 
Fig. 2.2: Potential V(¢) with unbroken supersymmetry and broken gauge 
symmetry 
Fig. 2.3: Potential V(¢) with broken supersymmetry and unbroken gauge-
symmetry 
v 
Fig. 2.4: Potential V(¢) with broken supersymmetry and broken gauge 
symmetry 
(142) 
In figures (2.1.) and (2;2), supersymmetry is unbroken and the supersym-
metric vacuum state is at the minimum of the potential, i.e. Evac = 0. 
If spontaneous breakdown of supersymmetry occurs, the potentials change 
to figures (2.3) and (2.4) respectively. The situation is not analogous 
to breakdown of gauge symmetries: In figures (2.2) and (2.4), the gauge 
symmetry will be spontaneously broken. This is the case because in these 
situations the (gauge) symmetric state is not a ground state. 
3.3 Irreducible Representations of the Supersyrometry Algebra 
To find the particle content of the supersymmetry algebra, we have to 
find irreducible representations of it. This can be done by the Wigner 
method of induced representations- so we need only find representations 
of the algebra for the states at rest. We consider the massive and 
massless cases separately. 
3.3(a) Massless one-particle states: no central charges[S],[G],[?] 
We select the rest-frame as follows: 
PJ.L = (E,O,O,E) (3.3.1) 
For massless states, the spin and momentum operators are parallel (see 
chapter 2.10): 
w = ). p 
J.L J.L 
). being the helicity of the particle. The space-time properties of this 
state are thus determined by the energy E and the helicity). (these are 
sufficient to characterise the state since, as we have seen, the 
Poincare group has two Casimir operators). The rest-frame algebra 
becomes: 
2 o,_j ( E+OE 0 ) E-E o:/3 
(3.3.2)(a) 
or 
-j. j {Q1i'Q 1} = 4 o; E 
{Q2i'Qji} = {Q1i'Qj2} 
Since we require a positive metric, i.e. 
we conclude 
-j. Q2i = Q 2 = 0 · 
We remain with a Clifford algebra 
-j 
with 2N elements: N of Q1; and N of Q i· 
(143) 
(3.3.2)(b) 
(3.3.3) 
(3.3.4) 
The generators which can have non-trivial action on the rest-frame 
states are M~v' P~, Br, Q1 i and Qji . M~v is incorporated in the Pauli-
Lubanski spin-vector and represents the helicity of the states: 
W = 1 £ Mva P1 =A P
11 
=A (E,O,O,E) 
~ p.var fA (3.3.5) 
In particular 
12 
= M E = A E 
(144) 
and hence 
12 3 
M = >. = J 
Similarly, 
02 32 2 1 
w1 (M + M )E = 0 => K -J = 0. 
31 01 1 2 
w2 = (M + M )E = 0 => K -J = 0. 
12 1 2 3 
w3 = M E = A E => M = A = J 
Action of Br on the rest-frame states does not change the energy and 
helicity since [Qi,M~v] = [Qi,P~] = 0. 
Also, since [Qi,P~] = 0, the energy-momentum content of the rest-fame 
states does not change upon application of Q., but only the helicity W0 
= J.P : 
= 
= 
= 
E [M12' Qai] 
- % /3 E (a12)a Q/3i 
!, 1 
2 E (a3)1 Q1i 
1 
( 3:3.6) 
since Q21 = 0. 
(3.3.7) 
{145) 
Therefore 
Wo Q1i I E,). > = E {). 1 - ~ (a3) )1 1 Q1i 
= E {). - 1 ~ )1 Q1i {3.3.8) 
We see that Q1i lowers the helicity of the state by~. We have also 
=> E,). > E {). + 1, ) 1 -Qi. 2 1 1 ' {3.3.9) 
so that Qii raises the helicity of the state by~. 
Having obtained raising and lowering operators, we can now obtain a 
representation by assuming a Clifford ground state I E,). 0 >as follows: 
{3.3.10) 
The higher states are the obtained by applying the raising operators Qi: 
i 
Q n I E,). 0 > = I E, ). 0+¥ i 1 ,i 2 , ••• ,in > . {3.3.11) 
Since {Q,Q} = 0, these states must be totally antisymmetric in the 
indices ia' and therefore the sequence stops after each of the operators 
has been applied exactly once, giving the top helicity ). 0 + ~ . Because 
of the antisymmetry of the Q's, there are ( ~ J states of a given 
helicity ). 0 + ¥ . For example, if N = 4 and ). 0 = -1, we get 
n 0 1 
-1 
multiplicity= [ ~ J 1 4 
However, if N 1, Ao = 0 , we get 
n 
mult. 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
(146) 
2 3 4 
0 1 
6 4 1 
For Lorentz-covariant theories, we require the spectrum to be PeT-
invariant, meaning that for each state with helicity A there should be a 
state with helicity -A. Therefore we must add to the above spectrum the 
PCT-conjugate spectrum and obtain for N = 1, Ao = 0 the spectrum: 
mult. 1 
0 
2 1 
which means that we now have two spin-0 scalar fields (one scalar, one 
pseudoscalar) and one spin-~ Majorana field. 
Generally we obtain the following multiplicity tables: 
Table 3.1: Multiglicities for massless sugers~mmetric sgectra 
without central charges : N = 1: 
CPT- invariant 
A Ao4 1/2 1 3/2 2 1/2 1 3/2 2 
i 
2 1 1 
3/2 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1/2 1 1 1 1 
0 1 2 
( 147) 
Table 3.2: Multiglicities for massless sugers~mmetric sgectra 
without central charges: N = 2: 
CPT- invariant 
A Ao-+ 1/2 1 3/2 2 1/2 1 3/2 2 
.J. 
2 1 1 
3/2 1 2 1 2 
1 1 2 1 1 2 1 
1/2 1 2 1 1 2 1 
0 2 1 2 2 
Table 3.3: Multiglicities for massless sugers~mmetric sgectra 
without central charges : N = 4: 
CPT- invariant 
A Ao-+ 0 1/2 1 3/2 2 2 3/2 
.J. 
2 1 1 
3/2 1 4 4 1 
1 1 4 6 6 4 
1/2 1 4 6 4 4 ]• 
0 1 4 6 4 1 2 8 
-1/2 4 6 4 1 4 7 
-1 6 4 1 6 4 
-3/2 4 1 4 1 
-2 1 1 
(I48) 
/ 
Table 3.4: Multi~licities for massless su~ersymmetric s~ectra 
without central charges : N = 8: 
.A-+ 2 3/2 I I/2 0 -I/2 -I -3/2 -2 
.A 
0 
~ 
2 I 8 28 56 70 56 28 8 I 
From these tables we see that for N > 4, the PCT- self-conjugate multi-
plet contains helicities greater than I - which is not desirable for 
renormalisable theories. Also, for N > 8, the PCT- self-conjugate multi-
plet contains helicities greater than 2 -which is not allowed for 
consistent theories of gravity. Hence the number of supersymmetry 
generators is restricted toN~ 4 for renormalisable theories of super-
symmetry and N ~ 8 for supergravity theories. 
The total number of states in a multiplet is 
N 
2: ( ~ ) = 2N . 
n=O 
We can obtain the fermions bosons rule from the binomial expansion of 
the coefficients: 
We expand the following: 
N (I - I) = 0 
This gives for even N, 
and for odd N, 
N/2-~ 
2: 
m=O 
0 (3.3.I2) 
0. (3.3.I3) 
(149) 
Now depending on the value of A0 , in both of the expansions above, one 
term will represent the total number of states with half-integer 
helicities (fermions) and the other term the total number of of states 
with integer helicity (bosons). The expansions above thus proves that 
there are an equal number of bosonic and fermionic states. Also, since 
the total number of states equals 2N, there are thus 2N- 1 bosonic and 
2N- 1 f . . t t erm1on1c s a es. 
The fact that we get exactly ( ~) states of a given helicity A0 +¥by 
applying n raising operators to the ground staste, points to the fact 
that the massless supersymmetric spectrum forms the totally antisym-
metric supersymmetric irreducible representation of U(N): The dimension 
of the representation is thus given by considering the totally antisym-
metric Young tableau for U(N): 
B 
n rows 
B 
We say that the massless spectrum is generated by U(N) - this does not 
necessarily mean that U(N) is an actual symmetry of the underlying field 
theory it just means that the elements of the algebra are invariant 
under U(N) transformations and that U(N) is the largest invariance group 
of the algebra. 
3.3(b) Massless Representations with Ce.ntral Charges: 
Since the central charges commute with all generators, we can 
diagonalise them to a convenient form. Thus we can bring them to the 
form of an antisymmetric NxN matrix with complex entries Zij' Now there 
exists a theorem [15] which states that an antisymmetric complex matrix 
can be transformed by a unitary transformation into a form 
(150) 
Z .. = (U Z U T) .. = Z .. 
lJ lJ lJ 
[ 
0 D(N/2) ] 
-D(N/2) 0 for even N, and 
[ 
O 0(N-1)/2 
-~(N-1)/2 ~ for odd N 
(3.3.14) 
where DN/2 , D(N- 1)/2 are diagonal matrices with non-negative eigen-
values z1, z2, ... , z[N/2]. 
Obviously, the commutation relation (3.1.26)(h) remains unchanged, so we 
redefine the supercharges 
Q ... u.j Q ai 1 aj 
(3.3.15) 
Corresponding to the form of (3.3.14) of the central charges, we can now 
split the entire algebra into two parts, i.e. we treat the parts i = 1, 
2, ... ,[N/2] and i = [N/2]+1, ... , N separately (If N is odd, the last 
index N stands separately and is not affected). This can be done by 
doubling the index i: 
i ... a,r a = 1,2 
r = 1,2, ... [N/2]. (3.3.16) 
We can then rewrite the algebra in terms of these generators: 
-j. -bs. (Qai'Q p} ... (Qaar'Q p} 
2 8 b 8 s (a~) · P 
a r ap ~ (3.3.17)(a) 
(151) 
(3.3.17)(b) 
(3.3.17)(c) 
For odd N, we have also 
(3.3.17)(d) 
The derivation of Q2i = Qj2 = 0 is not affected by the presence of 
central charges, so this result still stands. 
Equation (3.3.17) has 
Qllr Qlls 
Q21r Q21s 
Q12r ' Q12s 
Q22r Q22s 
the form 
0 
0 
0 
0 
= 
Qllr 
0 
Q12r 
0 
{Qllr'Qlls) 
0 
{Q12r'Qlls) 
0 
Qlls 
0 
' Q12s 
0 
~ l 
(3.3.18) 
From this form of the algebra it is evident that zr = 0 for all r. 
For odd N, there is the extra relation {QaN'Qfii) = 0, which does not 
place any restriction on the central charges. 
Hence we see that massless particles represent central charges 
trivially. 
3.3(c) Massiv~ Representations : No Central Charges[8]: 
We look again at the rest frame in which 
P~ = (m,O,O,O) 
and the supersymmetry algebra becomes: 
{Qai'ijjp} =2m oij oap 
{Qai'Q~j} = 0 
{Qi~,ijjp} = 0. 
(152) 
(3.3.19) 
(3.3.20) 
In this case, the algebra obtained has 4N elements- or 2N fermionic 
degrees of freedom (meaning that there are 2N raising operators). Again, 
we can define a Clifford ground state such that 
(3.3.21) 
However, in the massive case the ground. state is characterised by the 
value of s0 as well as s3 , so there are several states which satisfy the 
ground state condition; we have a ground state multiplet with 
(3.3.22} 
Since the supersymmetry operators carry half-integer spin, application 
of Q or ij onto a state with spins will produce a linear combination of 
states with spins s+~ and s-~. The spectrum is built up from the ground 
state by applying the raising operators ij succesively. Because these 
states must be totally symmetric under interchange of index pairs, the 
highest spin occurs when each of theN Qii or theN Qi2 have been ap-
plied exactly once, giving a spin of s + ~ . Mixing raising operators 
Qii and N Qi2 always results in spins lower than s +~since any product 
Qii Qi2 carries spin zero and so does not increase the spin of the 
(153) 
original state. Therefore, if all 2N raising oprators have been applied 
once, we obtain again a state of spin s0 • 
In analogy to the massless case, where the dimension of a representation 
was 2N, it is 22N for the massive case since there are now 2N raising 
operators: 
·2~ ( ~N ) 22N . 
n=O 
Again, this representation splits into two irreducible parts of dimen-
sion 22N-I, one for bosons and fermions each. 
To generate the spectrum of the massive states, we must find the 
invariance group (the group of transformations of the Q, Q between each 
other that leaves the algebra invariant) of the supersymmetry algebra 
(3.3.20). In order to make the structure apparent, we write the gener-
ators in the form 
with I - i. (3.3.23) 
The algebra (3.3.20) then becomes 
2m ) 
0 IJ 
(3.3.24) 
where now I,J = 1,2, ... , 2N. 
This form of the algebra makes apparent its SU(2)®USp(2N) structure: 
Since Qa and ~ transform in the same way under Lorentz transformations, 
the form (3.3.23) of the generators is justified and gives a unique 
transformation behavior for the generator Qai· 
The largest invariance group of (3.3.24) is clearly S0(4N). This is 
apparent when one realises that the expression £ap EIJ is actually a 
4Nx4N matrix, and that the commutator on the right hand side of eq. 
(3.3.24) can be written as Qal QPJT + QPJ QaiT which is clearly in-
variant under a transformation 
(154) 
(3.3.25). 
where 0 is an orthogonal matrix. 
The form (3.3.24) of the algebra further exhibits an explicit 
SU(2)®USp(2N)~S0(4N) invariance. The SU(2) invariance is due to the 
Lorentz indices a, fl: both Qai and qai are invariant under SU(2) trans-
formations as is clear from their transformation behavior under Lorentz 
transformations. 
The USp(2N) invariance is due to the I- indices: 
We have 
For this to be invariant under a transformation 
we must have 
(SQ)tT = £ E (SQ) 
or 
and hence 
q* = £ (StT-1 E S) Q . 
If S is unitary, then 
. st-1 = s l.e. 
(3.3.26) 
(3.3.27) 
(155) 
and the condition for (3.3.26) to be invariant is thus 
(3.3.28)(a) 
ST E S = E (3.3.28)(b) 
Eq. (3.3.28)(a) gives the unitarity, while eq. (3.3.28)(b) is the group 
structure of the symplectic group. The matrix E is 2N-dimensional, so 
the invariance group is USp(2N) (see Appendix B for a discussion of the 
properties of the symplectic group Sp(2n)). 
The massive supersymmetric spectrum is now obtained from the following 
theorem:[ 5] 
If the Clifford vacuum is a scalar unde SU(2) (and the internal symmetry 
group which· is left out of the discussion here altogether) then the 
content of the massive irreducible representation is the following: 
2N N N-1 2 = [2 ,(0)] + [---2 , (1)] + ... + [0, (N)], (3.3.29) 
where the first entry in the bracket denotes the spin of the respective 
representation and the second entry (k) denotes the kth-fold antisym-
metric irreducible representation of USp(2n) belonging to this spin (see 
Appendix B for a method to calculate the dimension of the irreducible 
representations of USp(2n)). 
Consider for example the case N = 2, s 0 = 0: 
The calssifying group is USp(4)®SU(2), and we have one spin-1 (SU(2) 
triplet), four spin-% (SU(2) doublet) and five spin-0 (SU(2) singlet) 
states, so that the total number of states is indeed 1x3 +4x2 +5x1 = 24, 
as required. 
If the Clifford vacuum is not a singlet under SU(2), i.e. if the vacuum 
has spin, then the spectrum is obtained by taking the tensor product 
between the vacuum and the representation given above[8J. The easi~st 
way to work out this spectrum is to rely on the fact that we must have 
22N- 1 fermionic and 22N- 1 bosonic states. So to the (shifted) spectrum 
generated by USp(2N) for the degenerate vacuum, we have to add enough 
terms so that we end up with the required amount of fermionic and 
bosonic states. 
\ 
(156) 
We summarise these results as follows: 
Table 3.5: Multiplicities for massive supersymmetric spectra 
without central charges 
N -+ 1 2 3 4 
spin 
! 
2 1 1 1 1 
3/2 1 2 1 4 1 6 8 
1 1 2 1 1 4 5+1 6 14+1 27 
1/2 1 2 1 4 5+1 4 14 14+6 48 
0 2 1 5 4 1 14 14 42 
Recall that for a field theory to be renormalisable, the particles must 
have spin· ~ ~. This shows that for renormalisable coupling to massive 
matter, N = 1. 
3.3(d) Massive Representations with Central Charges: 
The supersymmetry algebra which includes central charges is given be eq. · 
(3.3.17). To make the structure more evident, we write the generators as 
-a2r (Qa1r ± Q ), 
and thus the algebra becomes 
Since we must have for each Q individually 
(3.3.30)(a) 
(3.3.30)(b) 
(3.3.31)(a) 
(3.3.31)(b) 
and hence also 
we must have 
N r = 1,2, ... , r2J 
( 157) 
(3.3.32) 
(3. 3.33) .. 
If we have z1 = z2 = ..• zq = m, then the first 2q operators A-ar' which 
satisfy this constraint, are represented trivially. The result is to 
effectively reduce the number of supersymmetry generators, so that we 
are left with (N-q)- extended supersymmetry. Clearly the invariance 
group in that case is SU(2)®USp(2N-2q). However, these states now appear 
twice: Under a PCT transformation we have 
PCT 
* Qaar ----+ iQ aar' 
with the effect that 
PCT 
z ----+ r . -z r 
This means that the massive multiplet with central charges has twice the 
number of degrees of freedom of the represenation of the Clifford al-
gebra without central charges. The spectrum thus looks as follows: 
(158) 
Table 3.6: SuQers~mmetric SQectrum for massive Qarticles 
with central charges 
N ~ N=1 N=4 N=4 
spin one z one Z two Z 
~ 
2 
3/2 2x1 2x1 2x1 
1 2x1 2x2 2x1 2x4 2x1 2x2 
1/2 2x1 2x2 2x1 2x4 2x(5+1) 2x1 2x2 2x1 
0 2x2 2x1 2x5 2x4 2x2 2x1 
3.4 The N = 1 Chiral Multiplet 
To formulate a supersymmetric field theory one must find a repre-
sentation of the supersymmetry algebra on fields. The construction of 
such a representation is analogous to that of representations on par-
ticle states discussed above. The difference is that for a 
representation on fields, the supersymmetry operators must act on multi-
plets of fields instead of sinqle-Qarticle states. 
We thus need a method to enforce the supersymmetry algebra on fields. 
But since, quite generally, 
and the anticommutator of the supersymmetry generators is an expression 
in P~, we know the action of the such generators on fields and can hence 
construct the multiplets. As an example, we discuss here the construc-
tion of the chiral multiQlet. 
For the construction of representations on particle states (section 
3.3), we started from a Clifford ground state Qlt> = 0. Analogously, for 
the chiral representation we start with a scalar field A on which we 
impose the "ground state" constraint 
[A,Q~] = 0 (3.4.2) 
We then define the field into which A transforms as 
2iw 
a 
(159) 
(3.4.3) 
Since A is a scalar field, it is bosonic, so that wa must be fermionic. 
The fields into which wa transforms are then defined as 
(3.4.4) 
(3.4.5) 
Fa~ and Xa~ are again bosonic. We see that tensor fields are transformed 
into spinor fields and vice versa. 
The Jacobi identity (3.1.5)(c) now gives for A: 
or because of (3.4.1) and the constraint (3.4.2), 
(3.4.6) 
We see that for this to be nontrivial, A has to be complex. Otherwise A 
= constant and we would have a trivial representation. 
·Further, (3.4.6) yields 
(3.4.7) 
The identity 
yields 
(160) 
and hence Fa~ is complex and 
We now proceed for F as we did for A, i.e. we define the fields into 
which F transforms: 
[F,Q~] = 2A~ (3.4.10) 
The graded Jacobi identities involving wa are 
[{wa,Q~},QfiJ + [{wa,Qfi},Q~] - [wa,{Q~,Qfi}J = 0 
[{wa,Q~},Q1]+ [{wa,Q1}Q~] - [wa,{Q~,Q1}] = 0 
From (3.4.11), we get, using (3.4.4) and (3.4.5}, 
so that Afi is a function of w: 
Similarly, from (3.4.12) we get 
with the solution 
(3.4.11) 
(3.4.12) 
. (3.4.13) 
(161) 
)..'Y = 0 . (3.4.14) 
Thus any further application of the supersymmetry generators just brings 
us back to one of the fields FiA,~. These fields are the component 
fields of the multiplet. 
To show that the algebra is closed, we have to investigate the remaining 
Jacobi identities. These are: 
{[F,Q],Q} + {[F,Q],Q} [F,{Q,Q}] 
This implies 
[F,{Q,Q}] = 2i a~a~[~,Q] 
which is consistent with the algebra. 
Secondly, 
{[F,Q],Q} + {[f,Q],Q} = [F,{Q,Q}] 
implies 
[F,{Q,Q}] = 0 
and similarly 
[F,{Q,Q}] = 0 
[~,{Q,Q}] = 0 
(3.4.15) 
(3.4.16) 
(3.4.17) 
(3.4.18) 
Thus we have proved that the algebra is closed and contains only the 
elements ~' F and A which form the so-called chiral or scalar multiplet 
4> = (A;~;F) (3.4.19) 
(I62) 
The name scalar multiplet arises because the lowest component field A is 
a scalar field. We shall see later why the name chiral multiplet is 
appropriate. 
Because the generators Q have the mass dimension % (this follows from 
the algebra), fields of dimension 1 transform into fields of dimension 
1+% or derivatives of lower dimension. Thus if A has mass dimension I, 
then w has dimension 3/2 and F has dimension.2. Also, we can define the 
mass dimension of a multiplet as being that of the field with the lowest 
mass dimension (the ground state field A in the chiral multiplet). w has 
then the mass dimension I. 
We summarise the algebra: 
[A,Qa) = 2iw Ct (3.4.20)(a) 
[A,Q~] = 0 (3.4.20)(b) 
{wa,Qp} = a~ap a~A (3.4.20)(c) 
{wa,Qfi} = -i£afiF (3.4.20)(d) 
[F,Qa] = 0 (3.4.20)(e) 
[F,Q~] = 2 a wfi a~ · ~ . fiet (3.4.20)(f) 
Because, of the graded nature of the supersymmetry algebra, the notation 
becomes sometimes clumsy. A simplification is introduced when we use 
anticommuting spinor parameters ca which are defined as being fermionic, 
i.e. they anticommute with fermionic objects and commute with bosonic 
objects: 
= 0 (3.4.2I) 
In terms of these, the supersymmetry algebra without central charges 
reduces to the very simple form: ' 
[(Q,Q f) = 2 r a~ f p~ (3.4.22)(a) 
(3.4.22)(b) 
(163) 
The corresponding algebra on the component fields, eq.(3.4.20), becomes 
[A,rQJ = 2ir111 (3.4.23)(a) 
[111,rQJ = i rP r.o:tl = -irF (3. 4. 23 )(b) 
[111 'QrJ =(iLa f J.L (3.4.23)(c) 
[F,Q f] = 2 a 111 aJ.L f 
J.L 
(3.4.23)(d) 
We use the anticommuting spinor parameters to define the infinitesimal 
supersymmetrv variation of a field as: 
s~ = -i[~,rQ + f Q"J {3.4.24) 
This definition is a straightforward analogy to the usual definition of 
an operator acting on a field, such as for example eq.(3.4.1). 
Now, using (3.3.24) and the algebra (3.4.23), the infinitesimal trans-
formations of the component fields are 
{3.'4.25)(a) 
(3.4.25)(b) 
(3.4.25){c) 
The anti-chiral multiplet can be obtained from~ by Hermitean conjuga-
tion since the constraint 
[A,Q~] = 0 
implies 
(J.4.26) 
(164) 
and (3.4.26) gives then the groundstate constraint for the anti-chiral 
multiplet. Its component fields tranform as 
6At = 2W f 
6w = -Ft f + ir a~a At 
~ 
(3.4.27)(a) 
(3.4.27)(b) 
(3.4.27)(c) 
We have constructed the chiral multiplet by starting from a ground state 
field and then applying the supersymmetry transformations successively, 
until no new fields were formed in this way. Another method to construct 
a multiplet is to assume a set of fields~= (A,w, ... ), each of which 
satisfy an as yet unknown transformation law like (3.3.24). We start out 
by defining the transformation of the ground state field A. One could 
then demand that the commutators of the transformations close in the 
following sense: 
(3.4.28) 
Matching components then gives us the transformation laws of the fields 
of the multiplet. Eq.(3.4.28) is derived from the supersymmetry algebra, 
eq.(3.4.22). 
Using this, we get 
as required. 
[-i(ryQ + q ~), -i(rQ + Q fJJ 
= 2i (ra~ ~ - ry a~ f) a ~ 
/ 
The chiral multiplet has 8 degrees of freedom: Two each for the complex 
scalar fields A and F and four for the complex spinor field w. Once 
again, we see that the numbers of bosonic and fermionic degrees of 
freedom are equal. Since any multiplet must contain at least one spinor 
(because of the spinorial character of Q), with four degrees of freedom, 
8 is the minimum number of degrees of freedom for a multiplet of fields 
and the chiral (anti-chiral) multiplet is thus irreducible. 
(165) 
The character of the various component fields (scalar, pseudocsalar, 
etc.) becomes more evident when we write the transformation in four-
component notation: 
We define a Majorana spinor ri from the spinor rai as follows: 
(3.4.29) 
We then have the infinitesimal supersymmetry variation in four-spinor 
form: 
0~ = -i[~,fQ] 
and with the four-component 
(3.1.26)(r), we get 
-Ti {Q,Q}f 
= Ti {Q,Q}r 
(3.4.30) 
from of the anticommutator, {Q.,Q.), eq. 
1 J 
(3.4.31) 
If we now split the multiplet~ into its real and imaginary parts as 
follows 
~ = (A;w;F) - (A,B;w;F,G) (3.4.32) 
where w is now 
(3.4.33) 
and use the chiral representation of the Dirac algebra, 
(166) 
then it is possible to write the two-component spinors ~a in terms of 
the four-component spinors ~ as follows: 
(3.4.34)(a) 
(3.4.34)(b) 
The infinitesimal transformation (3.4.25)(a) can then be written as 
6(A + iB) = r (1 + i1 5 )~ , 
and (3.4.25)(d) becomes 
where it must be stressed that here r, r are the two-component spinor 
parameters. 
Using the definition (3.4.34) for the four-component spinor parameters, 
this then becomes 
6A = f ~ (3.4.35)(a) 
oB = f 15 ~ (3.4.35)(b) 
where now 
and f is the four-component spinor parameter. 
(167) 
The transformations on w, ~ and F, Ft of the chiral multiplet can be 
summarised similarly. The overall result is 
6A = f w 
68 = f 15 W 
6w = -(F + 15G)r -i1~a~(A + 15 8}r 
6F = if 1~ a~w 
6G ir 1s 1~ a w ~ 
(3.4.35}(a) 
(3.4.35)(b) 
(3.4.35)(c) 
(3.4.35)(d} 
(3.4.35}(e} 
These transformations now describe a chiral multiplet which contains 
both the chiral and the anti-chiral multiplets described above, but here 
all the fields are real. Hermitean conjugation thus does not yield a new 
multiplet. The form (3.4.35} of the multiplet exhibits the parity 
character of the fields: A and F are scalar and 8 and G are pseudoscalar 
fields. 
To construct an invariant action which describes the field content of 
the chiral multiplet, it is necessary to find combinations of fields 
which transform into a divergence. Then the integral of such a combina-
tion L will be invariant by Gauss' theorem. The general procedure is 
thus to write down a combination of fields L and determine the tranfor-
mation properties of the unknown fields by demanding that L transforms 
like a divergence. Thus we form the product 
L = Af + 8g + ~X + Fa + Gb (3.4.36} 
of our chiral multiplet ~ = (A,8;w;F,G} and its contraqradient multi-
plet 
~' (a,b;x;f,g) (3.4.37) 
L transforms as 
(168) 
aL = Aof + Bog + ~ox + Faa + Gob + ffw + gf1 5w f(F + 15 G)x 
+ if ~(A + 15 B)x + if~ w a + if 1 5~ w b (3.4.38) 
The only terms in this expression which contain derivatives are the last 
three - in order to obtain a divergence, these must be partially in-
tegrated to give 
Comparing terms in A, 8, etc. gives the resulting transformation laws 
for P': 
of = if ~x (3.4.39)(a) 
og = if 1s ~X (3.4.39)(b) 
(3.4.39)(c) 
oa = fx (3.4.39)(d) 
ob = f1sX (3.4.39)(e) 
which are again the transformation laws for the component fields of a 
chiral multiplet. 
This example shows that for the chiral multiplet, an invariant 
Lagrangian can be constructed by 'forming the product of two chiral 
multiplets P, P' in such a way that each term of the product has the 
same mass dimension. For this reason, we have in our example formed the 
products Af, Fa, etc. which all have the dimension 3 if A,B,a,b have 
mass dimension 1. The chiral multiplet is said to be self-contragradient 
because the multiplet contragradient to it is again a chiral multiplet. 
(169) 
3.5 N = 1 Multiplets in General [6] 
The preceding chapter gives a detailed discussion of one kind of multi-
plet of the N = I supersymmetry algebra, the chiral multiplet. A 
different multiplet is obtained when we do not use the chirality con-
straint, eq.(3.4.2), but start out on a general ground state field C 
with no constraints imposed on it. The procedure is similar to the· 
construction of the chiral multiplet, but we obtain more component 
fields. The resulting multiplet is called the general multiplet V and 
has the real field content 
V = (C;x;M;N;A~;A;D) (3.5.1) 
where C,N,D are pseudoscalar, M is a scalar, A~ is a vector and x and A 
are spinor fields. 
The general multiplet (also called vector multiplet because its lowest 
component transforms as a vector) is not irreducible like the chiral 
multiplet, but partly reducible. 
A third possibility of a multiplet is the kinetic multiplet T~, which 
is obtained from the chiral multiplet by taking the "d'Alembertian" of 
some of the component fields: 
T~ = (F,G;i~~;-oA,-oB) (3.5.2) 
and we notice that 
2 
T ~ = -o~ (3.5.3) 
The kinetic multiplet is useful for the construction of Lagrangians 
because generally we require a Lagrangian to contain derivatives of 
fields as well as fields themselves. 
It is also possible to form products of multiplets which give rise to 
new multiplets of the algebra. This is done by taking combinations of 
products of component fields of certain multiplets as the component 
fields of the product multiplets. For example, the product ~ 3 = ~ 1 -~ 2 of 
two chiral multiplets is formed by using the two chirality constraints 
for the (complex) multiplets ~ 1 and ~ 2 , [A 1 ,Q] = 0 and [A 2 ,Q] = 0, as a 
basis for the chirality constraint for the product multiplet: This means 
(170) 
that the chirality constraint for P3 is [A 1A2 ,Q] = 0. This automatically 
results in an assignment of the field combinations for the (real) 
product multiplet: 
(3.5.4) 
It is clear that the product multplet is again a chiral multiplet. 
There are other products of multiplets possible, but these will not be 
of interest here. Obviously, in any form of product between multiplets, 
the multiplets from which we form products must always have the same 
number of component fields, so that the procedure of forming products be 
well defined. 
These definitions of the multiplets allow us to state the form of the 
Lagrangian of the Wess-Zumino model of simple (N = 1) supersymmetry: 
(3.5.5.) 
where ( ... )F means taking the F-componet of the density in brackets. 
Taking the highest component of a density as constructed in (3.4.36) 
makes sense since the highest term of any supersymmetric multiplet (in 
the case of the chiral multiplet, this is the F-term) transforms into a 
total divergence. This can be explicitly seen in the case of the chiral 
multiplet from its transformation law (3.4.25). A space-time integral of 
such a total derivative is then an invariant quantity under·supersym-
metry transformations. 
In components, (3.5.5) becomes 
(3.5.6)(a) 
( 171) 
(3.5.6)(b) 
• 
9. 2 2 -
-3 ~.~.~ = -g ( (A -B )F + 2ABG + w(A-1 5 B)w ) 
- Lg (3.5.6)(c) 
The component form of the Lagrangian makes it easy to derive the equa-
tions of motion for the component fields of the multiplets involved. 
These can be seen to be 
T~ = m~ + g ~.~ 
or in component form 
2 2 
F = rnA + g(A - B ) 
G = mB + 2gAB 
i~w = mw + 2g(A-1 5B)w 
-oA = mF + 2g(AF + BG + \~W) 
' -
-oB = mG + 2g (AG - BF - \W1 5 W) 
(3.5.7) 
(3.5.8)(a) 
(3.5.8)(b) 
(3.5.8)(c) 
(3.5.8)(d) 
(3.5.8)(e) 
The three terms L0 , Lm, Lg of the Wess-Zumino Lagrangian transform as 
densities under the supersymmetry transformations (3.4.35). Since the 
transformations (3.4.35) contain no information of the Lagrangian (the 
equations of motion are not manifest), we say the Lagrangian (3.5.5) 
exhibits off-shell supersymmetry. 
Looking again at the equations of motion (3.5.8) of the Wess-Zumino 
Lagrangian, we notice that whereas the equations for F,G are purely 
algebraic, w, A and B satisfy genuine wave equations. Therefore we can 
eliminate F and G from the Lagrangian by using their equations of 
motion. This results in an on-shell Lagrangian (which now explicitly 
contains only the fields A, B and w) and the on-shell equations of 
motion 
( 172) 
2 2 2 2 2 2 (o+m ) A = -mg(3A + B ) - 2g A(A + B ) - g~w (3.5.9)(a) 
2 2 2 2 -(o+m ) B = -2mgAB - 2g B(A + B ) + gwr 5w (3.5.9)(b) 
(i~ - m)w = 2g(A - r 5 B)w (3.5.9)(c) 
Obviously, the elimination of F and G from the Lagrangian makes it 
necessary to eliminate them from the transformation laws as well. We get 
the on-shell transformations 
cSB = f rs w 
'oW= -{i~ + m + g(A + r 5B)}(A +r 5B)f 
I 
(3.5.10)(a) 
(3.5.10)(b) 
(3.5.10)(c) 
which are the transformations (3.4.37) with F and G replaced by their 
equations of motion. 
Now the on-shell Lagrangian still transforms as a density under the on-
shell transformation laws. However, these now depend on the model (i.e. 
on the components m, g), and the fields must always be taken on-shell, 
i.e. subject to their equations of motion. This is called on-shell 
supersymmetry. The fields F and G which are eliminated from the 
Lagrangian because they do not contribute to the interaction, are called 
auxiliary fields. 
3.6 Superspace[9],[lO],[ll] 
We have now constructed supersymmetric fields by extending the ordinary 
spacetime (Poincare) symmetries: To the generators of the spacetime 
symmetries, we have adjoined N spinorial generators Q which generate the 
supersymmetry. The realisation of supersymmetry came from the fact that 
the anticommutator of the two spinorial generators Q (where Q is a four-
component spinor) is proportional to the translation operator, thereby 
producing the symmetry between fermions and bosons. Ordinary fields are 
functions of spacetime coordintes and hence the supersymmetry algebra 
can be enforced on fields to obtain field multiplets which turn out to 
contain an equal number of fermionic and bosonic component 
fields[lJ],[l 4l. This procedure is cumbersome since we have to calculate 
each of the component fields individually. 
(173) 
A different and more compact approach to studying supersymmetry is the 
superspace-superfield approach. This method is due to A.Salam and 
J. Strathdee [ 121. In the superspace approach, ordinary space-time is 
extended to include extra coordinates, which anticommute. The anticom-
muting coordinates take the form of N two-component Weyl spinors, or 2N 
anticommuting spinor parameters. If we now define spinor fields as 
functions over this space, then a big advantage of this approach 
emerges: one can expand a superfield in a Taylor series with respect to 
the anticommuting coordinates; this series will terminate because any 
product of two identical anticommuting parameters vanishes. The in-
dividual terms in the series give the component fields of the ordinary 
space-time approach. In superspace, the supersymmetry transformations 
are just given as rotations and translations in spacetime and anticom-
muting coordinates, i.e. supersymmetry is manifest. 
Let us now write down a general tramsformation on superspace. As usual, 
we write a finite transformation in terms of an exponential involving 
the generators of the symmetry. The supersymmetry transformation is thus 
generally written as 
S( 8 -8) = ei(-x·P + 8Q + Q S) X' ' (3.6.1) 
To find the multiplication law for two transformations of this kind, we 
use the Hausdorf formula: 
eA eB = eA+B+%[A,B]+higher terms (3.6.2) 
The higher terms vanish because of the anticommuting nature of 8 and 9. 
We use the superalgebra in commutator form, eq.(3.4.22), to obtain 
- J.l. -S(O,a,a) S(x ,8,8) 
(3.6.3) 
In complete analogy, the finite supersymmetry transformation of a super-
field ~(x,8,9) becomes 
(174) 
S(x,a,a) ~(0,8,8) = ~(x - ia a~8 + i8a~a, 8 + a, 8 + a) 
(3.6.4) 
We can use the form (3.6.4) of a finite supersymmetry transformation to 
obtain a differential operator form for the generators Q and Q. Consider 
for example the transformation 
S(O,a,O) ~(0,0,8) = ~(-ia a~8,a,8) 
Using the explicit form (3.6.1), this becomes 
We expand this around a, keeping only a-terms of order 1: 
(I - ia Q) ~(0,0,8) = ~(-ia a~8,a,8) 
and hence 
-i Q = ~ ( ~(-ia a~8,a,8) - T(-ia a~a,o,a) ) 
. _ ( ~ ( - i a alL 8, 0 , 8) - ~ ( 0 , 0 , 8) ) 
- 1a 8 -
~ -iaa~a 
Taking the limit as a~ 0, we get Q as a differential operator: 
(3.6.5)(a) 
If we use other special transformations, we get the same form for Qa; so 
(3.6.5)(a) is the most general form of Qa. Q~ can similarly be found to 
be: 
(175) 
ij· = _£_. + i 9fi a~ · a 
a aea fia ~ (3.6.5)(b) 
Finally, we write an infinitesimal supersymmetry variation of a super-
field ~(x,8,8) in the obvious form: 
o5~(x,8,8) = a Q + Q a ~(x,8,8) 
= (a Q_ +a a_- i(aa~ 8- 8 a, a)a~) ~ 
a8 a8 t" 
(3.6.6) 
The covariant derivative of a superfield is an operator which anticom-
mutes with the infinitesimal variation: 
(3.6.7) 
Da and D~ are easily found to be 
D = a + a~ · 9fi a 
a a afi p. 
(3.6.8)(a) 
(3.6.8)(a) 
Instead of the parametrisation (3.6.6) of the superfield, we can ar-
bitrarily shift the whole parametrisation of the superspace. Two useful 
examples of such a reparametrisation are the so-called left and right 
representations of the superfield given by: 
~(x,8,8) = ~L(x~ + i8a~ 8,8,8) 
= ~R(x~ - i8a~ 8,8,8) (3.6.9) 
If we now define the corresponding supersymmetry transformation as 
(176) 
(3.6.10) 
the infinitesimal supersymmetry variation becomes 
a -a - 11 o~L = (a -- + a -- + 2i 9 a, aa ) ~ 
a9 ae ,.. 
(3.6.1l)(a) 
a -a - 11 o~R = (a -- + a -- - 2i a all 9 a ) ~ 
a9 ae ,.. 
(3.6.ll)(b) 
and the three differently parametrised fields ~' ~L' ~R transfrom iden-
tically under supersymmetry transformations in the corresponding 
parametrisation. The covariant derivatives get reparametrised as well: 
2i 9 a a11 
J.L 
(3.6.12)(a) 
(3.6.12)(b) 
(3.6.12)(c) 
(3.6.12)(d) 
The left-right parametrisation makes the derivation of the scalar or 
chiral superfield particularly simple. The so-called left-handed chiral 
superfield ~(x,9,S) arises out of the covariant condition D~ = 0. In the 
left representation, this is D ~ = _£_ ~ = 0 and hence ~L is a func-L L as L ' 
tion of x and 9 only. The Taylor series is then: 
(3.6.13) 
and the infinitesimal variation becomes 
(3.6.14) 
( 177) 
We can compute (3.6.14) explicitly using (3.6.11)(a). Comparing coeffi-
cients of 8 in the result and in (3.6.14) gives us the transformation 
behavior of the multiplet: it is exactly the transformation behavior of 
eq.(3.4.25), so we have recovered the chiral multiplet. A similar treat-
ment for DP = 0 gives then the anti-chiral or right-handed chiral 
multiplet. 
Also, if we have no covariant condition for the field, then the general 
expansion is 
V(x,S,S) = C(x) + 8P(x) + 8 x(x) + 88M(x) + 8 8 N(x) + 88 V(x) 
+ 888 X(x) + 8 8 8 w(x) + 8 8 8 8 D(x) (3.6.15) 
The vector superfield V has to satisfy the reality condition V = vf, 
which somewhat reduces the degrees of freedom of (3.6.15). To obtain the 
vector multiplet as derived in the component field approach, component 
fields have to be redefined and rearranged. The result is[?]: 
V(x,S,S) C(x) + iSx(x) - i9x(x) + ~ 99(M(x) + iN(x)) 
- ~ 8 8 (M(x) - iN(x)) - ea~8 A~+ i eea(X(x) + 
+~ a~a~x(x)) - i 8 8 8 (A(X) + ~ a~a~ X(X)) 
+ ! 8 8 8 8 (D(x) + ! oC(x) (3.6.16) 
Now all the component fields are real (because the of reality 
condition). 
A general supersymmetric Lagrangian can now be built by using the two 
kinds of superfields, scalar and vector superfields, as well as products 
of these fields. Any product of (N = 1) superfields will be again one of 
the two types as is clear from the fact that a Taylor expansion of a 
field which exhibits N = 1 supersymmetry cannot yield a higher field 
than a vector field. The general supersymmetric Lagrange density is thus 
of the form 
(178) 
where 2F denotes the F-component of a scalar density and 20 the 0-
component of a vector density respectively. 
Integration in superspace is defined through the relations 
f de = o 
and 
f d8 • 8 = 1 
An invariant Lagrangian can then be obtained as follows: 
4 2 2- 2 L = f d x ( f d 8 d 8 20 + f d 8 2F + Hermitean conjugate). 
3.7 Concluding Remarks 
At this point the basic framework for supersymmetric field theories has 
been laid. Now there is room to build different supersymmetric models 
and compare their predictions with the requirements of ordinary gauge 
field theories (if not with nature!), like the absence of quadratic 
divergences, finiteness, etc. 
The simplest supersymmetric model is theN= 1 Wess-Zumino model, the 
Lagrangian of which we have shown and which is very well understood. It 
is renormalisable and essentially free of divergences. Extended (N > 1) 
supersymmetric models are less well understood- in particular, the 
superspace approach is less well developed for theories of extended 
supersymmetry. The most popoular theory of extended supersymmetry is the 
N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory which is finite. 
The process by which one attempts to render supersymmetry natural (i.e. 
break the degeneracy in mass of the supermultiplets which have equal 
bosonic and fermionic content, contrary to observations), spontaneous 
supersymmetry breaking, in particular, is dependent on the model, i.e. 
on the Lagrangian we choose for a particular model. Supersymmetry is 
spontaneously broken if the auxiliary fields (the fields of highest mass 
dimension in the multiplet, which transform into a total divergence 
under supersymmetry transformations) have nonvanishing vacuum expecta-
tion values. The fermionic partner of the auxiliary field receives a 
vanishing expectation value- it is the massless Goldstone fermion of 
broken supersymmetry. In each model, the supersymmetry breaking 
mechanism is different, depending on the field conntent of the cor-
responding Lagrangian. 
The discussion of global supersymmetry in the superspace approach lends 
itself to generalisation to local supersymmetry: Global supersymmetry 
(179) 
was formulated in superspace with a spinor parameter 9 which transformed 
as a two-spinor and was independent of space-time coordinates. In local 
supersymmetry , this parameter becomes dependent on space-time; this 
means that the algebra (3.4.22) is space-time dependent: the product of 
two supersymmetry transformations now gives a space-time translation 
that differs from point tp point. The fact that this is ~quivalent to a 
general coordinate transformation leads to gravity appearing in super-
symmetric theories: the birth of supergravity. 
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Appendix A: Notation and Conventions 
The Minkowski metric of the signature 
n = n~v = [ 1 -1 -1 J ~v -1 
was used throughout, so that 
The 
X~ = (t )} , 
-+ 
x = (t,-x} ~ 
Pauli matrices 
al = ( ~ 6 ) 
a2 = ( ~ -~ ) 
a3 = ( 6 - ~ ) 
a0 = 1 
are: 
and the spacetime index on the Pauli matrices is defined as 
a~ = a = (1 ,ch 
~ 
a =a~= (1,-a) 
~ 
(182) 
(A.1} 
(A. 2} 
(A.3) 
(A. 4} 
(A.5) 
(A. 6) 
(A. 7}(a} 
(A. 7}(b) 
(A.7}(c) 
(A. 7}(d} 
(A.S} 
(A.9) 
(183) 
Representations of the Lorentz group: 
Recall from eq. (2.3.18) the representation of the Lorentz group: 
Mi = %(Ji + iK;) = %(£kjiMkj + iM0i) 
N. = %(J. - iK.) = %(£k .. Mk. - iM01.) 1 1 1 J1 J 
The (~0) representation corresponds to 
-+ -+ 
r(M) = ~s 
r(N) = 0, 
so that 
(M ) - I • i - I Oi r Oi - -i1G ; ia 
Note that 
and 
= _i a; 
2 
so that we can write generally 
(A.10) 
(A.ll) 
(A.12) 
(A.13) 
(A.l4) 
(A.l5) 
(A.l6) 
(A .17) 
(A.18) 
Similarly, the- (0~} representation is 
Then 
r(J} = 0 
-4 -4 
r(K) = ~a . 
1 • i 1-0i 
= .;z1a = .;za 
i k' 
r ( t:: •• kMk.} = ~a = ~a J lJ J 
and we see that we can write 
S.pi nor notation: 
(184} 
(A.19} 
(A.20} 
(A.21} 
(A.22} 
(A.23} 
Two-spinor indices are raised and lowered by the Levi-Civita tensor 
•• et/3 et/3 ( 0 1) .2 E::Ct/3 = E::Ct/3 = £ = £ = -1 0 = la (A.24} 
in the following sense 
(A.25} 
(A.26} 
(A. 27} 
(A.28} 
(185) 
Contraction of. spinor indices is defined such that 
(A.29) 
. 
~2 = ~· = -£·· wa ~P 
a ap (A.30) 
(A.31) 
(A.32) 
The complex conjugate spinor is 
./ 
(A.33) 
and 
(A.34) 
r 
(186) 
APPENDIX B: Overview over some Classical Groups 
8.1 Decription and Order of Classical Groups: 
1) General linear group GL(n,C) : The most general group of matrices 
possible is GL(n,C), the general linear group of complex invertible 
matrices. Since there are no restrictions on the group parameters, the 
order of the group is 
2 
rGL(n,C) = 2n . 
The general linear group of real matrices obviously has order 
rGL(n,R) 
2 
= n 
2) The special linear group SL(n,C) contains those matrices of GL(n,C) 
which have a determinant of +1. This condition gives two constraints for 
the parameters, so 
We 
2 
rSL(n,C) = 2(n - 1) 
2 
rSL(n,R) = n - 1 . 
have 
G L ( n, C)::> G L ( n , R )-::> S L ( n , R) 
GL(n,C)~SL(n,C)~SL(n,R) 
3) The Unitary group U(n) consists of all complex nxn matrices which 
satisfy 
From the constraining equation for the parameters, 
0 .. lJ 
2 2 
we see we have n constraints for 2n parameters, hence 
2 
n • 
The constraining equation also says that 
Ia. ·1 2 < 1, lJ 
so that the parameter domain is bounded - so U(n) is compact. 
Obviously, GL(n,C)~ U(n). 
The pseudo-unitary group U(p,q) leaves intact the form 
* * 
- upup + up+1up+1 + ... 
or 
u g ut = g. 
(187) 
Since this does not introduce any extra constraints on the parameters as 
compared to the restriction on U(p+q) (only the signature of the 
matrices is changed), we get 
Of course 
2 
n • 
GL(p+q,C):> U(p,q) 
4) Special unitary groups SU(n) are unitary matrices with determinant of 
+1, hence 
(188) 
. 2 
rSU(n) = n - 1. 
It is clear that 
SU(n) = U(n)n SL(n,C). 
5) The Orthogonal group O(n,C) consists of all complex orthogonal 
matrices A with 
From this condition it follows that det A=± 1, thus splitting the 
group into two disconnected pieces. Since the constraint equation is 
symmetric, we get 
2 
rO(n,C) = 2n - n(n+1) = n(n-1). 
and 
rO(n,R) = n/2 (n-1). 
Also, O(n,C) and its subgroups are compact and 
SO(n,C) = SL(n,C)n O(n,C). 
6) The symplectic group Sp(2n,C) is the group of transformations which 
leave the skew-symmetric form 
-+ -+ {x,y} = x1 gik yk (8.1) 
invariant, where gik = -gki' The skew symmetry of the matrix means that 
T g = -g 
(189) 
and so in n dimensions, taking the determinant on both sides, we get 
det g = (-1)n det g. 
From this we see that the symplectic group can only be defined for even 
dimensions 2n. 
The condition that (8.1) be invariant under a transformation a means 
aT g a =g. 
We can select a symplectic coordinate basis in R2n such that 
-+ X = 
n 
~ 
i=1 
x. e.+ x., 
1 1 1 
e., . 
1 
with {e.,e.) = {e.,,e.,) 0, 
1 1 1 1 
-+ -+ Then the form (8.1) becomes {x,y} = Eij xi Yj 
.. 
with 
{ 1 i = a, j = a' E .. = -1 = a'' j = a lJ 
0 otherwise 
(8.2) 
The form of the matrix E = E .. then depends on the order in which we lJ 
write the indices: 
E = 
0 1 
-1 0 
0 1 
-1 0 
0 1 
-1 0 
order of indices: 1,1' ,2,2' , ... ,n,n' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
or --------------------------
-I 
-I 
-I 
1 
I 
I 
-I I 
order of indices: .I,2, ... ,n,I' ,2' , ... ,n' 
I I 
I 
I I 
or -------------------
-I I 
I 
-I I 
order of indices:I,2, ... ,n,n' , ... ,I' 
(I90) 
The constraining equation (8.2) becomes in the symplectic basis 
aT E a = E 
and is antisymmetric in the components; so we are left with 
rSp( 2n,C) 2n(2n+I), 
rSp( 2n,R) = n(2n+I). 
The unitary symplectic group is 
(191) 
USp(2n,C), = U(2n)nSp(2n,C). 
' 2 The unitarity condition gives another 4n constraints- however, one can 
split U into a symmetric and an antisymmetric part , the symmetric part 
giving n(2n+1), the antisymmetric part giving n(2n-l) constraints. The 
n(2n-1) antisymmetric constraints are contained in the symplectic part-
leaving n(2n+1) extra constraints, and so 
rUSp(2n,C) = n(2n+1) 
~USp(2n,R) = n/2 (2n+1) . 
8.2 Classification of Classical Groups: Dynkin Diagrams 
The following analysis applies to semisimple Lie algebras. Such an 
algebra is of rank l if l of its generators commute. If we now call the 
1 commuting generators H. (i = 1,2, ... , l) and the remaining N-1 gener-, 
ators Ea, (a= N-1, ... ,N), then we can write the algebra in a suitably 
normalised form (called the Cartan-Weyl basis) as 
[Ea,Efl] = Nafl Ea+fl 
[Ea,E-a] = ~ a1 Hi 
i 
i,k = 1,2, ... , 1 
a+fl f: 0 
(8.3)(a) 
(8.3)(b) 
(B.3)(c) 
(B.3)(d) 
The a1 are called roots of the semisimple Lie algebra. We can interpret 
them as the covariant components of a vector (the radix vector) of an 1-
dimensional subspace of the N-dimensional representation space. To 
obtain a classification scheme, we still need the following: 
1) Definition: 
The scalar product of radix vectors is defined as: 
(192) 
(a,p) = L: a. p .. 
1 1 
i 
2) Lemma 1: 
If a is a root of (8.3), then -a is also a root. 
3) Lemma 2: 
2(a,8) If a, Pare roots of (8.3), then (a,a) is an integer. 
4) Lemma 3: 
If a, pare roots of (8.3), then p - 2a (a,8) is also a root. (a,a) 
5), The angle between two roots is, according to (1), 
cos ¢ = (a,,B) 
j (a,a) (p,P) 
and can thus be 
The ratio of lengths of roots is given by 
and we have the possibilities: 
(I93) 
2 
k 
undetermined (8.4) 
These statements can be deduced from the three Lemmas above, whose proof 
is far too laborious to give here. 
As an example, we draw the vector diagrams of a few algebras: 
I) 1 = I: 
From (8.3)(a) and Lemma I, we see that there are only two roots ,a and 
-a. Hence¢= oo, and the diagram is 
-a 
2) 1 = 2: 
According to the different choices of angle, we get different vector 
diagrams. We illustrate the case of¢= 30°: 
Eq. (B.3)(b) gives us two roots. We choose a= (I,O) and suppose f3>a. 
Then from (8.4) we see that (/3,/3) = 3 and thus f3 = (~,lJ). From Lemma 3, 
f3 - 2a (a,p) - f3 and hence also a - {3, are also roots of the (a,a) - - a, 
algebra. Continuing in this way, we obtain a set of I2 vectors, so the 
vector diagram looks as follows: 
(194) 
Figure 8.1: Root vector diagram corresponding to 1=2, 0=30°. 
The other root vector diagrams corresponding to ~=45°, 60°, 90° are: 
\ 
I 
\ 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
' ' 
' ' / 
' 
' 
/ 
/ 
/ 
' 
' 
' 
' 
/ 
/ 
/ 
For each of the angles we obtain a different type of diagram which 
corresponds to a different Lie algebra. The more commonly known of these 
diagrams are sometimes labelled A1, s1, c1, o1 -this labelling is due 
to Cartan and classifies the classical Lie algebras of rank 1 - there 
are also some special Lie algebras labelled E1, F1 etc., but we will not 
consider these here. 
If 1~2, these vector diagrams cannot be drawn anymore since of course 
the dimensions of the vector spaces get larger. However, if we denote by 
~ . 
eithe bas1s vectors of the 1-dimensional space (for example, in 2 dimen-
~ ~ 
sions, e1 = (1,0) , e2 = (0,1) ), then we can generalise the procedure 
illustrated above and write down the root vectors for the four different 
types of diagram: 
Table 8.5: Roots of Classical Groups 
type 
81 
order 
1 (21+1) 
(including 1 
null vectors) 
1(2l+I) 
{including l 
null vectors) 
1(21-1) 
1 ( 1 +2) 
(including 1 
null vectors) 
I root vectors 
i,j =I, ... , 1 
-+ -+ -+ 
±2e. , ±e. ±e . 
1 1 J 
i,j =I, ... , 1 
-+ -+ +e.+e. 
- 1- J 
i,j = 1, ... , 1 
i,j =I, ... , l+I 
project ek onto an 
1-dimens. subspace 
{I95) 
!corresponding Lie algebra 
50{21+1) 
5p{21) 
50(21) 
5U { 1 + 1) 
The correspondence between the types of algebra A1, 81, etc. and the 
groups 50{2l+I), 5p{21) etc. is obtained by comparing the orders of the 
groups, taking into account in each case the rank of the algebra. 
To obtain a simple way to illustrate these higher dimensional root 
diagrams, we rely on the fact that we can classify the algebra with only 
1 roots. We define a positive root as a root whose first non-zero com-
ponent (in any arbitrary basis) is positive. Further, a simple root is 
one which cannot be expressed as a sum of positive roots of the algebra. 
For, example, consider 82: 
According to (8.5), the root vectors are 
(I,O), (-I,O), (O,I), (0,-1), (I,I), (1,-1), (-I,I), (-I,-I), 
(1g6) 
The positive roots are 
(1,0), (0,1), (1,1), (1,-1) 
and the simple roots are 
(0,1) and (1,-1), 
as can easily be checked. There are exactly 1 simple roots for a semi-
simple Lie algebra of rank 1. 
For the angles between simple roots there are only the following 
possibilities: 
~ (a,a) 
goo undetermined 
Oynkin's rule now gives a simple method to draw higher dimensional root 
diagrams: each root is represented by a small circle- the circle repre-
senting the roots with the the shortest length are filled in. Since 
there are at most two different lengths of roots for semisimple Lie 
algebras, this does not mean any loss of information. The circles are 
connected with one, two or three lines according to whether the angle 
between the roots is 120°, 135°, or 150°. If the angle is goo, the 
circles are not connected. We can then extend table (8.5) to include the 
Dynkin diagram for each kind of algebra: 
(197) 
Table 8.6: Dynkin diagrams for classical groups 
(in this table the numbers above the circles correspond to the scalar 
products (ai,ai) ) 
type I order group 
1 ( 1 +2) su ( 1 + 1) 
1(21+1) '1 ~ 2 S0(21+1) 
1(21+1) '1 ~ 3 Sp(21) 
1(21-1) 'l ~ 4 S0(21) 
We illustrate this procedure for 82: 
The simple roots are: 
a= (0,1) 
f3 = (1,-1) 
Now (a,a) = 1 and ({3,{3) =2, so 
cos ~ = (a,p) 1 
j(a,a)(/3,{3) j2 
and hence ~ = 135° 
Dynkin diagram 
1 1 
~ 
2 2 
~ 
1 1 
~1 ~2 
1 
~ 1 
2 1 
~1 
1 
1 1 ~a ~··· l-1 
1 2 1 
a 
1 
( 198) 
and the Dynkin diagram is 
() • 
f3 a 
We now look at c3: 
The root vectors are: 
(2,0,0) , (0,2,0) , {0,0,2) , (-2,0,0) , (0,-2,0) ,(0,0,-2), 
(1,1,0) ,(1,0,1) , (0,1,1) , (-1,1,0) ,(-1,0,1) , (0,-1,1), 
{1,-1,0) , {1,0,-1),{0,1,-1) ,{-1,-1,0) , (-1,0,-1) , (0,-1,-1), 
the simple roots are 
a3 = (0,0,2), a 1 = (1,-1,0), a 2 (0,1,-1) 
so 
cos¢~ ~ = -1/2 => ¢~ ~ = 120°. 
""1'""2 ""1'""2 
and 
cos ¢a a 
2' 3 
(a3 ,a3) 
and (a2,a2) = 
cos ¢a a = 0. 
1' 3 
1. 
-1 
=> ¢ = 
/2 
2. 
Thus the Dynkin diagram is: 
1 
~ 
1 
• 
2 
{) 
135°. = 
a2 ,a3 
(199) 
It is now easy to deduce from any Dynkin diagram the Lie algebra of the 
correponding group. We illustrate this with the diagram for 
SU(3)zSU(2+1). The Dynkin diagram is 
0 0 
from which we see that there are two simple roots of equal length. 
Because {a,~) -1, a - 2~ ~~:~~ =a+~ - therefore the positive roots 
are a, ~' a+~ . Also, from lemma 1, -a, -~, -(a+~) are roots. The root 
diagram is thus 
-~ 
-a ~ 
There are no more roots since the order of SU(3) is 1(1+2)=8, which 
includes 1=2 null vectors. 
Normalising the positive roots such that 
:Z:a.a. 8 .. 
a. 
1 
1 J 1J 
i.e. 2: a.a. = n 
1 1 
we obtain 
n = no. of components in a 
1 = 2 here 
-(200) 
crl 1 
2/3 
.·( 1 ,/3) 
a2 = _1_ (1' -/3) 
2/3 
a3 = crl + a2 1 (1 '0) 
/3 
For the Lie algebra we still need to know the normalisation factor Na,p· 
We use the so-called Cartan-Weyl normalisation: 
Corresponding to a row of roots containing p: 
P+icr, P+(j-1)cr, ... , p, ... , P-kcr, 
the normalisation constants are given by 
with the phase convention 
N R = -NR = -N R = aJJ JJa -a, -JJ 
In our case, the row containing p is 
P, P+a , 
so j=l and k=O. 
We thus get 
so that we have 
Net/J = N-et, et+/J = 1//6 . 
Consequently the Lie algebra is 
1 [H 1 , E+_et] = ± - E 2/3 ±Ct 
[H E ] = ± --1-- E 
l' ±/J 2j3 ±/J 
1 [H 1 ,E±(et+/J)] = ± jJ E±(et+/J) 
1 [Eet,E-et] =--= H1 + 1 H2 
2j3 
~H., H.] = 0 
1 J 
1 
-- E j3 -/J 
(201) 
1 [Ea,E_a] =--= H1 - 1 H2 
p p 2j3 
[E E ] = L E 
Ct' fJ /6 Ct+/J 
[E/J,Eet+/J] = 0 
(B. 7) 
8.3 Construction of Irreducible Representatations of Classical Lie 
algebras: 
We start by defining the Cartan matrix Aij: 
2(a.,a.) 
A .. = ( 1 J) 1J Ct. ,Ct. 1 1 
The Cartan matrices for our four types of algebra are thus 
(202) 
. 2 -1 0 0 0 
-1 2 -1 0 0 
0 -1 2 0 0 
A (A1 ) = 
0 0 2 -1 
0 0 -1 2 
2 -1 0 . 0 0 
-1 2 -1 0 0 
0 -1 2 0 0 
A(Bl'Cl) = 
0 0 2 -2 
0 0 -1 2 
2 -1 0 0 0 
-1 2 -1 0 0 
0 -1 2 0 0 
A (D1) 
0 2 -1 -1 
0 -1 2 0 
0 -1 0 2 
The Cartan matrix gives a nice book-keeping device to.check the struc-
ture of the roots of the algebra: it gives the scalar products between 
all the simple roots. 
To find an irreducible representation of an algebra, we need to find a 
method of distinguishing and consistently labelling various repre-
sentations. In order to achieve this, we introduce the concept of the 
weight of a state: 
A Lie algebra of rank 1 has 1 commuting operators H1 to which we can 
construct a simultaneous eigenfunction such that 
/ 
(203) 
Then the 1 eigenvectors A. , just like the 1 simple root vectors of the 
1 . 
algebra, form a vector in an 1-dimensional space, referred to as the 
weight vector of the vector lu>.' Also, we see that if to Halu> belongs 
the weight A, then to the vector Efi lu> belongs the weight (A+fi): 
In a straightforward analogy to root vectors, a weight is said to be 
positive if its first nonzero component is positive, and the highest 
weight is the weight whose first nonvanishing component is greater than 
that of all the other weights in the particular representation. The 
representation space R~ of a representation ~ is then subdivided into a 
number of different layers, all of which have different weights, i.e. 
the representation space R~ is a direct procuct of weight subspaces 
corresponding to differnt weights A. 
To build up weight patterns, we need the following: 
Definition: 
RA 
~ 
If A is the greatest weight and M any other weight in the repre-
sentation, then 
o(A) = 2 ~ Aa 
a simple 
and the quantitiy 
1(M) = % (o(A) - o(M) ) 
counts the number of simple roots that one has to subtract from A to 
arrive at M. By subtracting simple roots from A one by one, we arrive at 
the different layers of a representation: 
(204) 
The representation ~¢ is built up from layers ~~ for which 1(M) = k, and 
T is the number of layers minus one. T is called the height of the 
representation and is given by theorem 5. 
A certain layer may contain more than one weight vector: The layer k may 
have a multiplicity Sk(¢) greater than one. Obviously, the dimension of· 
the representation is the sum of the multiplicities of the different 
layers: 
The number of layers can also be calculated directly: 
Since, if A E ~; and A' E ~J , then 
6(A) + 6(A') = 0, 
and we have 
6(A) - o(A') = 2T(¢), 
as can be seen from the definitions above. 
Theorem 1: 
A sequence of weights M1 ,M 2 , ••• , Mk with 
and M1 - a, Mk + a E A¢, is called an a series of weights. Arranging the 
weights in the order 
A- ra, ... ,A- qa, 
we have 
2(A,a) = r _ q. (a,a) 
(205) 
This theorem gives us a method to determine whether a given vector is a 
weight or not. 
Theorem 2: 
For any weight A and root a, 2a(A,a) is an integer and A - 2a(A,a) is a (a,a) (a,a) 
weight. 
Theorem 3: 
The multiplicity of the highest weight of a representation is 1: the 
highest weight is simple. 
Theorem 4: 
For a weight to be the highest weight of a representation, all the 
numbers 
= 2{A,a) 
Aa (a,a) 
must be non-negative. 
According to this theorem, we can label irreducible representations by 
labelling the circles of the Dynkin diagrams with the numbers Aa. 
Theorem 5: 
If A is the greatest weight of an irreducible representation, then 
T(¢) = ~ raAa 
a simple 
where r takes the following values: 
Table 8.8: 
An 
I (:-1)2 
(n-2)3 
=I (n-k-l)k 
I ~n-1)2 
Values for r to use in Theorem 5 
8n en 
2 
~ n(n+1)/2 ~ ~ n- 1 )( n+ 1 ) (n-l)(n+2) 
(n-2)(n+3) (n-2)(n+2) 
. I (n-k+1)(n+k) T (n-k+1)(n+k-1) 
. 
. ? (2n-1)/2 
6 2n. I (2n-2)2 2n-1 
n( 
(206) 
on 
n(n-1)/2 
(n-3)(n+2) 
f (n-k+1)(n+k-2) 
? (2n-3)2 
6 (2n-3)2 
We can now calculate all the weights in a given represenation if we are 
0 
given the greatest weight. Starting from ~~ , we can find the elements 
1 
of~~ by finding all the simple roots for which A - a E ~~· From theorem 
1, we can see that A - a E ~~ if 
(8.9) 
where A - ka E ~~ for q ~ -k . 
and E ~~ for q = -k-1 
Doing this for all lower layers, we find the complete irreducible repre-
sentation. 
We now calculate an example: we want to establish the weight pattern for 
the Dynkin diagram 
2 
0 0 
a /3 
(207) 
The 2 above. the circle corresponding to the simple root a is now the 
number 
A =ill~ 
a (a,a) 
designating the highest weight of the irreducible representation. 
To find the greatest weight, we put 
A = aa + bP 
and calculate 
A = 2 a 
2(aa + bt3,a) 
(a,a) 
Since (a,a) = (p,p) = 1 
and (a,p) -%, 
we get 
Also 
and 
and 
A = 2 = 2a - b. a 
Ap = 0 -a +2b, 
so 
4 
a = 3 
2 b = 3 
and the greatest weight 
A _ 4a + 2{3 
- 3 
is 
We now calculate T(-) using table (8.8) and theorem 5: 
so there are 5 layers. 
Now we investigate whether A - a is a weight. 
From (8.9) and theorem 1, we have 
A - a E ~- for q ~ -1, 
E ~- for q = -2; 
but Aa = 2, so Aa + q = 1 >0 
and A - a = a + 28 E ~ 
3 -
Similarly, we check if A - 8 E ~-= 
for q ~ -1 
for q = -2; 
with A8 = 0 it follows 
and so A - 8 is not a root. 
- (208) 
By continuing in this way and making use of theorem 3, we get the weight 
pattern 
-(2a - 28) 
3 
B.4 Kronecker Products 
4a + 28 
3 
2a + 28 
3 
2a + 28 
3 
-(2a + 28) 
3 
-(2a + 48) 
3 
(209) 
From the simple irreducible representations constructed in the last 
chapter one can now build higher irreducible representations by forming 
direct products (Kronecker products) of representations: As we have 
seen, the direct product of two representations is found by multiplying 
each "member" of the first representation with each member of the second 
representation. The dimension of the product space will then be the 
product of the dimensions of the parent spaces. 
Consider as an example the direct product ·of two 
1 
0 0 
representations of SU(3): 
1 1 
0 0 ®0 0 
Al Al 
Az ® Az 
A3 A3 
(210) 
with A1 a+ 2{}_ · 3 
A2 = a - {}_ 3 
A3 2a - {}_ = 3 
This is 
Al + Al 
Al + A2 . . A2 + Al 
A3 + Al . A2 + A2 • • Al + A3 
A3 + A2 . • A2 + A3 
• A3 + A3 
2 1 
= Or----,0 EB Or----,0 • 
This example illustrates the following facts: · 
1) Consider an n-dimensional representation being spanned by n basis 
vectors e1 , e2 , ••• ,en. The basis is called a canonical basis if the 
basis vectors are arranged in order of decreasing weight, i.e. if the 
weight A; belongs to the basis vector e; then 
Now if we form the Kronecker product of the two representations, then we 
2 get n basis vectors which can be divided into a symmetric and an an-
tisymmetric set of basis vectors. In our example, n = 3, so our basis is 
(e 1 ,e 2 ,e 3 ). The basis for the symmetric part of the Kronecker product is 
then 
(211) 
and that of the antisymmetric part is 
2) Let (€ 1 ,€ 2, ... ,€n) be a canonical basis of the original repre-
sentation ¢. Then ¢{k} denotes the symmetric part of the kth Kronecker 
product and ¢{ 1k} denotes the antisymmetric terms. 
If €; belongs to the weight A; then the system of weights for the sym-
metric part of ¢{k} is 
with greatest weight kA 1 , 
k 
and the system of weights for the antisymmetric part of ¢{ 1 } is 
A. + A. + . . . + A. ( i k > i k- 1 > . . . > i 1) 11 12 1k 
with greatest weight 
In our example, 
1 {k} 
(o----o) Al 
Al 
A2 
A3 
+ Al 
+ A2 
Al + A3 
+ A3 
+ A3 
(212) 
and 
3) The dimension of the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of ~k are. 
and 
In our example, 
and 
4) A basic representation is a representation that cannot be built up 
from Kronecker products. This means that its greatest weight cannot be a 
sum of weights of lower representations - so it must be of such a form 
that the greatest weight in the Dynkin diagram is labelled with a 1, all 
the other Aa being zero. There are thus 1 basic representations for any 
classical Lie group. An elementary representation is one which has its 
greatest weight at an end point of its Dynkin diagram. 
Our example now also illustrates that an arbitrary basic represenation 
may be constructed from any elementary representation by the process of 
antisymmetrisation. For example, 
(213) 
2 
1 {1 } 1 
(o--o--o) = (o--o--o) 
and 
3 
1 {1 } 1 
(o--o--o) = (o--o--o) 
' So to obtain an elementary representation, we pick the basic repre-
sentationwith the greatest weight and antisymmetrise it. We denote this 
k 
operation by~{!}. 
The observation (4) leads to the following theorem by Dynkin: 
The roots of the groups A1, B1, c1,o1 can be expressed in terms of the 
weights of the elementary representations as follows: 
Table 8.10: Roots of Semisimple algebras in terms of weights of elemen-
tary representations 
Group I 
Al: 
Bl: 
cl: 
Dl : 
roots 
Q = {).p - ).q}' 
Q = {).p,±Ap±).q} 
a={+2). ,+). +). } 
- p - p- q 
a = {±).p ± ).q} 
so that the roots are: 
p,q for roots for simple roots 
p; q;p,q=1,2, ... ,1+1 p > q 
p ; q;p,q = 1,2, ... ,1 p > q 
p ; q;p,q = 1,2, ... ,1 p > q 
p i q;p,q = 1,2, ... ,1 p > q 
(214) 
Table 8.11: Simple roots of Lie groups in terms of Weights 
group: A1 
l an-1=.An-1-).n 
0 an =.An-).n+1 ~ a =.A -). n-1 n-1 n a = ). n n 
rl =.Al - ).2 a2 =).2 - ).3 
' 
~n-2=). ->. if ~ n-2 n-1 
We can write the greatest weight A in the form 
1 1 +1 
A = L: 1 . 
1 
).. 
1 
or A = L: 1. ).. for A1 1 1 
i=1 i=1 
with 
A = 
2{A,ak) 
= ak. 
ak (ak,ak) 
Using table (8.11), this gives 
group values of 11 
1 
Al lk= 11+1 + 2: a. 1 
i=k 
1 
,, +1 
-1 2: i a. 
= 1+1 1 
i=1 
-----------------------~-
s, 
c, 
o, 
a1 1-1 lk = -2 + 2: a. 
. k 1 1= 
1 
2: a. 
. k 1 1= 
a1 _1 - a1 1 -2 lk = 2 + 2: a. 
. k 1 1= 
8.5 Dimensions of Irreducible Representations 
(215) 
Now, having expressed the simple roots in terms of the weights of 
elementary representations, we can use the properties of the Cartan 
matrix to find the scalar products of weights (Ai,Aj). We find 
(216) 
Table 8.12: Scalar products of weights of elementary representations 
group I scalar product of weights 
(A.,A.) = lK; i=1,2, ... -,1+1 
1 1 
(A . , A . ) = -K; i ±j 
1 J 
:value of K 
1 
2 
2(1+1) 
--------------------- ---------
Bl () •. ,A.) = K; i=1,2, ... ,1 
1 
2 1 1 2(21-1) 
(A.,A.) = 0 '+. 
1 J ' 
LJ 
-------------------------------
cl (A.,A.) 1 1 = K; i=1,2, ... ,1 
(A. ,A.) 
1 J 
= 0 
' 
'+. LJ 
(A.,A.) = K; i=1,2, ... ,1 
1 1 
(A . , A ~) = 0 ; i±j 
1 J 
1 
2 
4(1+1) 
1 
2 
4(1-1) 
The constant K is determined by the requirement that the roots form an 
orthonormal set, i.e. 
~ (a.,a.) 6 .. 
a 1 J 1J 
so that 
~ (a,a) 1. 
a 
(217) 
Finally, we are ready to work out the dimension of any irreducible 
representation. The derivation is laborious, so we state the formula 
which is due to Weyl: 
N(¢) = n (A+g,a) 
a pos.(g,a) 
with g ~ ~ a 
a pos. 
By writing g as 
g =~g.).. 
1 1 
(8.13) 
and using table (8.11) for the expansion (8.13), we obtain the values 
for gi: 
Table 8.14: Values for gi 
group 
so that 
1 
2 -
l + 
1 -
1 -
=~g.>.., 
1 1 
g. 
1 
i + 1 
i + 1 2 
i + 1 
i 
(218) 
91 1, 92 = 0, 93 -1, which agrees with table (8.14). 
We now work out N(¢): 
For A1, we have 
1r (g,a) = 1r (2.: 9. ai ,a) 
a pos. a pos. 1 
= 1r 2.: Ai(~i'Ap- Aq)' p>q because of table 8.10 
a pos. . 
Also, 
= nK 1r (gp - 9q) , p>q 
a pos. 
1r (A+ g,a) = 1r (2.: l.A. + 2.: 9·A· ,a) 
a pos. a pos. 1 1 1 1 
= 1r 2.: m. (Ai ,a} 
a pos 1 
= nK 1r (mp- mq); p>q , 
a pos 
so that 
N(¢) 
The general result is 
because of table 8.12 . 
Table 8.15: Dimensions of Irreducible Representations 
group N(¢) 
11" 
p>q 
Examples are: 
group N(¢) 
A1=SU(2) 11 -12 + 1 
(11+12+2)(11-12+1)(211+3)(212+1) 
82=50(5) 6 
. (11+2)(12+1)(11-12+1)(11+12+3) 
C2=Sp(4) 6 
( 11-1 2 + 1) ( 1 2-1 3 + 1) ( 11-1 3 +2) 
A2=SU(3) 2 
C3 =Sp(6) 
C4 =Sp(8) 
first terms 
1,2,3 
1,5,10,14 
1,4,5,10,14 
1,3,6 
1,6,14,14,21 
1,8,27,48,42 
(219) 
The sole purpose of this appendix was to show how the dimensions of 
irreducible representations can be derived. These are important as the 
spectra of supersymmetric theories are generated by various groups. It 
(220) 
was therefore attempted to show a calculating method-. most proofs of 
theorems have been omitted. These can be found in the original papers or 
books by Weyl, Cartan, Dynkin etc., for example: 
E.B.Dynkin: Am. Math.Soc. Transl. 6,308 (1962) 
E.B.Dynkin: Am. Math.Soc. Transl. 6,111 (1965) 
E.B.Dynkin: Am. Math.Soc. Transl. 6,245 (1965) 
H.Weyl: Math. Zeitsch. 23,271 (1925) and 24, 328,377,789 (1926) 
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